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In the area of NTS construction for testing, drilling of holes
for the

PI I

next five NTS events is essentially complete with about 20 additional
drilling

jobs in various states of reZdineSS. Three Hi–Vat rigs for post shot drillir.g

should be operational by about 6 Dec. but only one is operational at present.
:

_l

Il. A I November 196[ TWX from Reeves to Betts discusses the possible sites
~—. ‘--—

for overseas testing and llsts the advantages and disadvantages of each

as well as those factors surrounding each that can’t be determined by F%’
ALG. Those sites considered are Eniwetok Atoll, Bikini, Johnston Island, ,

and Christmas Island. Also Reeves makes reference here to the 6 February

[959 memo concerning the alternate methods and locations for weapons testing

and +he conference tha$ discussed the open seas testing program. He notes ‘

that ALO remains of the opinion that an open seas program should be

conducted only as a last resort. I will summarize by quoting some of the

1%)j#

last words of this TWX: “On the basis of a permanent long range

test facility, it would appear that Christmas Island, from the stand-

point of weather conditions, fall.=out problems, and international

objections to testing activities, would have distinct advantages over

Eniwetok. In the long run, any immediate savings that might accrue

by use of existing support and scientific facilities on Eniwetok would

be far outweighed by operational advantages of Christmas Island.



.
I* also appears that should Christmas [stand prove unacceptable for

high altitude testing, a separate facility for this activity could be

established at Johnston Island, and the increased cost and disadvantage f

of operating two sites would sti II be more than off-set by the disadvan-

f~tages of the combined facilities of Eniwetok-Bikini. This recommendation

is based on one premise: That we are given complete operational control

of Christmas Island - we doubt that joint operational control of Christmas

Island would be acceptable.”

‘)”
/,/ A 1 Nov. TWX from Reeves of ALO toBetts goes into a great deal of detail-;

in the assessment of possible overseas sites for the conduct of the long-
range test program. Those four areas that are addressed are Eniwetok,
Bikini, Johnston Atoll and Christmas Island. The advantages and dis-
advantages of each area are listed. Summary quoted here.

!I1nswmarY, ‘on the basis of a permanent long-range test facility)

it would appear that Christmas Island from the standpoint of weather con-
ditions, fallout problems, and international objections to testing
activities, would have distinct advantages over Eniwetok. In the long
run, any immediate savin~s that might accrue by use of existing support
and-scientific facilitie; on Eniwe;ok would be far outweighed by operational
advantages of Christmas Island. It also appears that should Christmas Island
prove unacceptable for high altitude testing, a separate facility for this
activity could be established at Johnston Island, and the increased cost
and disadvantage of operating two sites would still be more than off-set

.- by the disadvantages of the combined facilities of Eniwetok-Bikini. This
recommendation is based on one premise: That we.are given complete opera-
tional control of Christmas Island.”

On the same date, J Nov., Gen. Betts sent a similar memo to Chairman Seaborg
on the subject of assessment of overseas test sites. He included the
details of the various sites that wc?%ent to him by ALO and made essentially”
the same recommendations about the use of Christmas Island and Christmas in
conjunction with Johnston Island as opposed to using Eniwetok and Bikini
for a long-range test program which was assumed ’tobe a test series con-
ducted over an indefinj.teperiod of time with devices fired when ready and
using maximum diagnostics. The great desirability of having such a full-
scale test program as opposed to a completely airborne and hence, minimum
diagnostics operation is emphasized and an intermediate step between the
two programs is discussed as a program which could “be carried out largely by
airdrops in the vicinity of an island on which we could establish a higher
level of instrumentation for diagnostic measurements than could be provided

.



in a fully airborne operation. Such a short-term test program with
optimum diagnostics could be conducted in connection with Eximlsk either
Eniwetok or Johnston Island, but would obviously be easier to support
technically and logistically if conducted in connection with the EPG.
The considerable acceleration of our developmental test program that
could be possible by turning to this intermediate type testing program A
leads logically to the conclusion that the Cormiss”ionshould strongly
support a recommendation that we be released immediately to plan for
and execute such an operation.d~spXkKxkh~xk~Kh~XKzi Despite the technical
and logistic advantages of conducting such a short-term test program
at the EPG, to avoid the problem raised by the trust territory situ-
ation, we recommend the operation be based on Johnston Island””

I

A~November TWX from Headquarters Air Force to all those involved~-.-...-..-.—.— .-j!!?%

f
3/

changed the nickname from EVERREADY TO BLUE STRAW for the Air “ -

Force support of nuclear testing.

A 1 November TWX from Heaclquarters Air Force to all commands involved
.

in plans for atmospheric testing notes that the.proposed weapons test plans

and operation plans and the proposed SAC operations launch directive are l!%?
all approved with certain changes to the SAC launch directive. Thatis that

Taongi AtoJl is not available as a target and that SAC must select a new

target

data

outside of the Trust Territory.

after coordination with AEC and

The corresponding target and trajectory

AFSWC should be reflected in a

corrected launch directive. Apparently the OPS P1an being used is number

6-61 of which Phase I and Phase II cover the AirDrop Operations and

were writtenby AFSWC and Phase HI was written by SAC and covers the

ATLAS systems Test. Any nuclear safety concerns and required protection

measures to be taken at Vandenberg are to be augmented immediately.

The end of the message states “Preparations based upon these plans up to

and including ALERT of equipment and personnel for overseas movement

are authorized. Movement of elements of the Air Task Group (Provisional)

to overseas base will be initiated only upon receipt of execution order from

Chief of Staff,Air Force.”



On 1 Nov. 61, Gen. Booth, Chief of DASA, released a public press release
—-- —-—

that named the Commander and Deputy Commander of Joint Task Force 8, hav3.ng

been approved by the JCS. Cv
&

~!Here is reference to a 2 Nov. me~ting between SAC and AFSWC and EG&G and

Pfl
OFO among others. The subject was specifically another phase of Ever Ready which

included the Air Force Atlas systems tests and the plans were for a detonation

after a launch from Vandenberg at 8400 ft. altitude,

Taongi. There is some thought given

262 miles on a heading of

to a 15 Nov. date for this61 degrees from

test and there are clearly problems with providing any sort

(samplers and/or bhangmeters) unless authorization is given

interference worked out.

j,

The ,WOO reply to the same questions from

has a general feeling as to minimizing the

Betts came from

of technical diagnostics

immediately and some

number of atmospheric tests as
ALOO

referred to in this statement.
“lt also appears to us that the public and

international opinion must be considered and that it would be desirable to accept

some sacrifice in some or perhaps all of these factors in the interest of public

opinion in order to reduce the probability of forced termination of atmospheric

testing completely or at a unnecessarily early date.” The factors referred to

include diagnostics, safety, time, and cost. In replying to the specific questions

from Betts, certain tests such as Marshmallow and Hard Hat are noted as examples

of tests

if given

at least

which can be done more advantageously underground; also, if public opinion

a weight in the definition of advantageously, ALOO believes that most or

the majority of tests would be underground. Es for building-up a stockpile

of underground sites they state, “we believe that we should prepare sites and

maintain them on a lead time of six months on laboratory requirements limited for

. .



yield only by physical and geological considerations and availability of funds.

Without detailed study and knowledge of lab requirements, we estimate that this

capability should be several times that which we had for low yield tunnel sites /v@
2 months ago and many times that which we had in hole capacity.” Reeves emphasizes

the need for developing sites for high yield shots either with very deep holes or

tunnel and shaft configurations. The final statement reitera~es the earlier feelings

as follows: “Should it develop that atmospheric as well as underground testing is

activated, we would recommend that atmospheric testing be held to a minimum even at

the expense of increased costs and acceptable delay in order to decrease to a minimum

the probability of public opinion forcing an early termination of atmospheric testing.”

To this statement the penciled in comment in the LASL files is an emphatic!NO.”

As to

The Livermore answer to

more advantageous tests

the same questions came from Foster to Betts on 2 Nov.

underground, those low yield tests which require

extensive diagnostics are best conducted underground due to the natural shielding

of the rock compared to atmospheric problems. In the event of atmospheric testing

never beginning or ending sometime in the future, the critical area WOUld in

ar
higher yield devices and Livcrmore feels thatAthc present.time they arc limited

to about two detonations per year in the 50 to 100 kiloton range and have no

capability above 100 kilotons. The Christmas Tree concept is being developed as

one way of meeting this requirement. As for a stockpile of sites for detonations
....

in the zero to 100 kiloton range, Livermore feels it is reasonable to estimate 12

tunnels portals would be required to provide a capability of making approximately

50 detonations per year. Livermore does take a stab at a comparison of costs and

times for tunnel configurations vs. vertical holes. The table constructed shows

considerable costs advantage and some time advantage for low yield hole denotations

over tunnels (less than 5 kilotons) with significantly less cost advantage but some,

and a reversal of the time advantage in favor of tunnels for detonations in the 5



to 50 kiloton range. The relative ease and quantity of diagnostic measurement in

tunnel configuration with numerous side drifts and wider geometries is noted as

compared to the significant problems with a vertical hole being limited by small

cross sectional area and difficulties of working in such a geometry. Foster states,

“Presently, drill hole diagnostic are limited to alpha measurements, high explosive
transit .

kxxnsi~in.xtime and hot spot measurements. Prompt and post shot radio chemistry are

also available.”

is no mention of

It is quite significant

containment problems and

., .:,
to me that in thisenti.re message, there

the resultant contamination. As for the

use of the outerspace ~nvironment, the main advantage here would be that this is the

most reasonably area for testing devices with yields in the megaton range. However,

except for those particular devices, it is felt that the demonstrated capability

underground and the more reasonable cost of such tests make that a more attractive

area for non atmospheric testing in the yield ranges below megaton.

4$!
On 2 Nov., Froman replys to Betts 27 Oct. list of questions. As to test -
—-

/!!/i!f/
which can be more advantageous conducted underground, it is conceivable that

certain effects experiments which require shielding and/or collimation might be

done cheaper and easier underground, and that that environment is also preferable

for safety shots to prevent high local contamination. As to developmental type

of tests, LASL is not ah,areof anY that would be preferable underground. .As tO

starting and again stopping testing in the atmosphere, Froman states> “We have been

badly slowed down at the present time because tangible preparations for the

resumption of testing were not permitted during the moratorium. Let us not make

this mistake twice. Although it is hard to understand why we should willingly

agree to stopping air testing once starting and returning underground, nevertheless

we would urge that a stockpile of holes be accumulated just in case.” He gives a

rough estimate of the number of holes requested (up to 4 for me&atorL yields) and

notes that LASL still prefers holes to tunnels in spite of current casing difficulties.



As to safety type problems underground, LASL feels that potential contamination of

underground water is the most problematic and doesn’t feel that containment is a

significant problem if the 475 W to the 1/3 rule is followed. Also LASL sees no NQ

need to conduct underground tests during an atmospheric testing period in order

investigate such safety limitations as containment. LASL also begs off of the

question of relative cost and time and instrumentation advantages for holes vs.

tunnels until far more experience is gained in the two areas.

2 November ~
4/

President Kennedy orders preparations
for resumption of atmospheric nuclear tests. ‘
“In view of the Soviet actf.onit will be the
policy of the United States to proceed in

.“ c?
* =F

developing nuclear weapons to maintain this .*
superior capability for the defense of the
free world against any aggressor.t’

“ On Z NOV. Foster sent a TWX to Betts responding to Betts’ 27 Oct. TWX
men-d above. Foster addresses the advantages of underground testing,
the possibilities for developing improved capabilities underground for
the future and addresses in a great deal of detail the advantages of the
tunnel method of underground testing as opposed to vertical holes.

A 2 Nov. TJU+from Reeves of ALO to Betts replies to Betts’ questions
about the advantages of atmospheric versus underground testing, etc.
contained in a 27 Oct. Th’Xand in addition to addressing questions about
the feasibility and requirements for surveying underground test locations
and preparing them, Reeves argues about the advisability of going all out
on atmospheric testing in light of the public opinion. He feels that even
given th; go-ahead tc-test i; the atmos~here, w; should realize that there k
is a certain probability from the public opinion of forced termination of

- d-

atmospheric testing either completely or at an unnecessarily early date
and Reeves recommends that atmospheric testing be held to a minimum even
at the expense of increased cost and acceptable delay in order to decrease
the probability of public opinion forcing such an early termination.

Batzel of LRL in a TIVXto Betts on 2 lfo.x~akes some remarks about the
present situation with regard to dia~ostic measurements. He feels that
with the airborne diagnostics in the C-130 and the X unit signal tele-
metered from the drop case Hett and time measurements can be
made. Also bhangmeter and radiochemistry data will be available but
there is considerable question about a reliable fireball yield. It is 4

stated that a ground-based radar-tracked optical system is being prepared
for shipment by Nov. 15 and that
measurements and therefore it is
possible, to provide a land base
graphy which LRL feels is highly

such a system would insure “ time
requested that operations be planned, if
for the time and fireball photo-
desirable.

.
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Here are two reports written for the members of the DASA Test Coordinating

Group as minutes for their meetings and they are signed by Col. Thomas Mann,

who was formerly the Commander of JTF-7 and is now the Chief of the Test

Coordinating Division within DASA. On 2 Nov. 61,,the minutes of the group-.

meeting of 31 Oct. contained the following: It is noted that nine of the

sixteen personnel scheduled to report in the first increment for JTF-8 have

been designated by name. A query has been sent to the Navy requested the

status of the equipment and facilities at EI’G. As for Christmas Island, it

says, “The group was informed that there were no new developments concerning . “~
,... ..-

this island except that the British seem to be dragging their feetoh our -

request.” The Navy program of atmospheric testing was reported on by Commander

Eaton who said that the Asroc test is ready to go right

having sailed and the rest of the Task Group ready. He

commander determined last night that he would go to sea

now with some ships

stated, “The operational

and standby and wait.

Weapons are aboard

As for the Polaris

order yet written.

the ships. Plans are complete as for as the Navy is concerned.’

test, it is just getting under way with no detailed operations
t.rcCL

The submarine chosen is the Ethan Allen with the shot-;’about

350 miles southwest of Ascension Island, and 4 missiles have been designated

which will have command destruct systems installed. A“Col. Thorne reports on

the proposed Air Force program, which

note are these particular excerpts on

aircraft modifications: the 57’s are

is detailed elsewhere in my notes. Of

the three phases now planned. “As for

on schedule; the 52’s have little work

to be done. All weapons are ready. Plans call for an advance cadre to move

to Hickam on D minus 10; D date is 15 Nov.” Also, “Phase three, Atlas firing,

can take place anytime after 30 Oct. without backup. This will be a category

three test. We have been told to try to fire beyond Wake with a short range

for L]kemissile. Plan calls for open water firing, 1000 miles away from test

grounds. The Atlas will be fired from Vandenberg.” As for any Army programs,



-25-

a Lt. Col. Conarty reported on planning, and preparations for any ICBM/AICBM

tests. Kwajalein seems to be the most attractive location with a time

scale of at least 18 to 24 months. Several comments on Johnston Island include

the fact that Christmas Island looks better than Johnston, there is a problem

with the number of people on Johnston, and after a quick look at Johnston,

the Air Force turned it down because they saw no necessity to complicate their

problem.

There is a Sandia piece of correspcruience, reference ~~RS7100/1225, dated

. .

G;

i

~Nov19614entitle_d “Test Unit Descriptions.’r Tb.isseev.sto ha*~e soue *~
good infcrmat icn on what Sar.diahad stockpiled ar.dwhere, with the
appropriate and type of case ad r.ethociof deli\*ery.

-,

NOVEMBER - 4[

a$!!fr
2 November Meeting of National Security Council on atmospheric

testing and results: public announcement by President
that U.S. was preparing for atmospheric testing.
Program initially planned would stare 1 llarchand con-
tinue for 2 - 3 months. Planning for annual series
would also be made. Highest priority - device develop-

ment and effects tests. DOD systems and proof tests not
as high priority. Overseas atmospheric testing would
begin before NTS atmospheric testing ~rnichnight never
be approved. Underground testing would continue.

-$
u

2 November President Kennedy orders preparations for resumption of
atmospheric nuclear tests. “In view of the Soviet action
it will be the policy of the United States to proceed in

.{*

developing nuclear }~eaponsto iiiaintainthis superior
capability for the defense of the free world against any
aggressor.”

-1

A 2 November TWX from Foster to Betts notes that present Ever Ready pIanning

does not include the LRL devices - 38 and 45. Foster states that if these

events are to be included in the first series, AFSVIC must have guidance on it .

soon and tha+ if they are not to be included LRL requires this guidance immediately

i
so that they can stop the effort that Ihey are currently expending on these I

i
iwn oifnn+.



on 2 Nov. Bradbury responds to BecLs’ kt,.~!.:~, A-. d:r.1O -Lb.LUiIIIJ,L=J.-J.-. ——— ~
on atmospheric versus underground testing and Bradbury makes a strong
case for the lack of real advantages from underground testing as opposed
to the attainment of a number of advantages if we could go to atmospheric
testing. His TN’Xstands in stark contrast to that of ALO. Even though
he states it would be “hard to understand ~{hywe should willingly agree 4$?

to stopping air testing once started and returning underground” he urges
that a stockpile of holes be accumulated.

Gen. Betts wrote a memo on 2 Nov. detailing a meeting he attended in the
-the State Department on Oct. 23withoffice of a Nr. Howard Furnas o

the Department of the Interior, Department of Defense, Department of State

and AEC in attendance. The memo goes into some detail on the various
persons’ arguments against the advisability of going to either Bikini
or Eniwetok for the testing and states that it was”the consensus of the
group that we should look very carefully at the possibility of using
either Johnston or Christmas, and only move to EPG if the factors dis-
cussed arc out-weighed by other considerations.

Amost important memo from Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric

to the Chairman of the JCS on 3 November 1961 addressed “Weapons
—- .. .-=

Test Plans and Preparations.” Gilpatric clarifies the instructions

prepari-.gfor atmospheric testing which came out of the NSC meeting and

the President’s announcement and directs certain preparations for the

test series tobe readied as announced four months hence, as well as

parallel planning towards achieving an early capability for developmental

tests using an air task force in the area south of Hawaii. He notes that

the AEC with DOD and State Dcpartmcnt participation arc trying to

obtain a suitable island site and
_.-

for the use of Christmas are to

that ne~otiatiuns with the Ul<

begin immediately. While noting that

JTF-8 has been activated and will rebuilding up for the long term

operation, the task group under the Air Force is already in being and

planning and preparations by that group are to continue. The Air Force

and Navy efforts to prepare the Asroc, Polaris, and Atlas systems

tests are to continue. In the interest of compressing the number of tests

that canbe done in the short window (probably twelve weeks) he specifically

directs that the DOD see what canbe done to equip more aircraft for

air sampling.



A 3 Nov. 1961 memorandum from I[arold ~rowi~ \UU.w~”, . . . ... ___
—--— .

Defense discusses the incremental emergency funds required to the Dept. of

the Army for the DASA nuclear weapons test in FY-62. Whereas DASA requested

$40,500,000 additional to the budget released on 4 Oct., DDR&E recommends

certain cuts in these requests and asks for $24,000,000 to be put in the

Army RDT&E budget to cover such things as Nougat, Ivanhoe, Sunbeam, and

preparation for Fishbowl. It is not clear from this letter whether this

covers all of the DASA programs including JTF–8 expenses or is for the Army

support only.

..—

Further details of the 13LUE STRAW Operation are contained ina 3 November
*—.-— ._.__

TWX from CINCPACFLT to a number of Naval Units in the Pacific Area in

which itis noted what the Task Organization for the Operation Will be.
The B2

responsibilities of the various naval units to patrol and clear the surface area

in the drop zone which is designated as a 200 mile square centered 350 nautical

miles southeast of Hilo and the series Will go for approximately 30 days beginriing

on 15 November. The Navy Aircraft require(lto support as wellas base

support of Barbers Point are detailed.

From the sane 4 Xov TWX Betts Rakes the follo~ring covments about the
undcrsrouad test situation. }:e reccests the ~z~s ~nd Szndiz to provide.
him~ with up-dzted ~et:~+l$,mi,cn the revised :<ou~zt series. Further-more,

Bctts states that the s-not,part of the Plovshare progran, will con- L

tinue as scheduled. ?3ettsthen sees on to discuss the atmospheric test
program and notes that ne~otiations are presently going on :~i~h the CK~ as

to the use of Christc-.zsIsland zs an islznd b~se. If Christms, the first

choice. 5s not available then perka~s Eniweto’kand Eikini ray be recc~sid~ra~.

l[eanwhilc, parallel plsrinin.:to conduct de~’elopzental tests by w.plojm.cntof “
..

an air task force based in tb.eHawaiizn IslExds with detonations to the souzh “
. and usc of Johnston Island is continuing:. Betts asks the Labs and Saciia to

reexamine the proposed atncspheric program in IiGkt of the ‘current decisioas

and possible developr.cnts for test bases and to meet ~’ithhin On 13 ~o’~in
Albq . llenotes Chit k-bilehe.favors no 1izit.ations to be placed on che nczber

of shots to be fired or the yleltito be released to the atr.osphere that tt,e

National Security Council tossed around the idea of a 10 mc~aton release limi-

tation. Betts further notes the ~il.itary’s interest in the availability of
hardware for hi~h altitude effects Sklots and asks Sandia to see V_hat t~i~yfeel

,can be done in this area due to their d~velop~enc and study of the Oats systen.



. .

Iv. Planning Directive (iVTS-4- 11-61) Marshmallow: ?$’+2!?
This Directive written after testing had been resw.ned in 1961 is issued to

provide guidance and information on the responsibilities and planning for

Marshmallow which is being cons~dered as part of Ivanhoe . The test
for the DOD has two major purposes. First of all, itis a weapons effects
test and includes a series of DOD sponsored measurements which have long

been identified under the DCII program 800 and are related to 10VJ energy
X-ray flwy. The source, a iS to be detonated in a tunnel
constructed in the Oak Springs “l”~x~urmation in .&rea 16 , The second
major involvement is in Vela Uniform where, under DOD sponsor shi~.

close.
i!~tcrmediate and long-range seismic

Marshrnellow is a continuation of the

Jericho$ which was suspended at the

4 November TWX fron Betts to
on revised Nougat

. A.

measurements will be made.

DOD diagnostic experiment named

start of the Iyioratorium.

all -- Asked labs for updated details
series. States negotiations in prctgress ~. .

k’ithUK as to use of Christmas Island, first choice tor *

-B
overseas testing. Parallel planning for open seas deto-
nation south of Haxaiian Islands with ELW3 and J .A. in

use is going on. set up meeting with labs for 13 Nov.
to review most up-to-date lab requirements and desires
for atmospheric program and location. ~:tes mi:it=:y 1:-.
interests in hardware for H.Ao errecrs ‘rLo=sana as~s ‘or
Sandia input.

A -. T}!’Xfrom Betts to ALO and the Labs is included in notes from
other folders and it addresses in part the decisions of the Xational
Security Council which met on Nov. 2 on the subject of atmospheric # /.

testing.

63$ CA t-;g ;%2% C2s Jr% #/...*&!?
The next piece of correspondence is dated 4 November 1961 and doesn’t

~~

occur unti I sometime after the discussion of resuming atmospheric testing

and the possibility of Christmas Island being one of the locations has 84

begun.

S Novenber Chairman Wmushchev says USSR is prepared t: ex:end present ~
nuclear test program if U.S. resmes tests In air. .

B prime }!inisterNehru, visiting u-s- says ~on~~~~on ‘f
test ban treaty is of “utmost impo~ta~ce. r

“But

as.a formal treaty takes time, we lnslst on some kind of

voluntary suspension to bridge the gap.
It

6 November General Assembly (X1’1)apProves resolu~~on-&/ .
aslcillfiban on all tests and ur~ing concl~[~lon

all of test.ban a~rccment. vote: 71 Yes, 20 No,

8 Abstaining. (Forfullfcxfo{rc.wlu(;or?am-lrmordof

WCC,.wcAppmdix “~”.)



Note for possible future reference that there is a draft document, 19 page

long, containing a concise chronology of the correspondence pertinent to Ever

Ready (later called Bluestraw) from the beginning of Oct. thru Nov. contained (

in this folder, dated 6 Nov. 61.

F/q

6/

A memo from Jim Sugden to Reeves on 6 Nov. notes that he and Ryan of H&N

visited J.I. on 2 Nov. to ‘investigate the feasibility of supporting ground- P

stationed diagnostic instrumentation for Phase II” of Ever Ready. The island

now has a population of 125, building up to support a SAMOS project to begin

about 1 Jan. and requiring 175 people to support. Also, they were informed that

the base had necently supported 400-500 personnel engaged in some DOD programs.

Sugden was specifically investigating the sampler aircraft problem and feels

that with the addition of distillation units for fresh water for decontamination,

parking of the aircraft and accommodationof the samplers at Johnston Island

instead of Barberts Point could be carried out. There is the problem of how to

return samples by 135’s since they cannot use J.I.

&l

A 6 November trip report fnxn Jim Sugden to Jim Reeves reports on his visit to JI the
p— ,

feasibility of supportiw Ground-stationed di~nostic instrumentation for part of /$/
%

“U

BLUE STRAW. The trip was arrq”ed by McCor’kl.eand sponzored by PACA-F. They viewed the

-present island status (popd-ation 125)2 were infonoed that build-up is in prp~ress for

SM1OS which will begin about 1 Janua~, end came away mth the feeling

. that the

facilities over-d-l are in better condition
than *en JI was used durin3 HARDTACK.

They were

personnel

water for

informed that the base had recently suppotied four to five hundred

engsz!edin DOD progrsms~ A couple of problems mentioned are fresh

aircraft decontainat~oa smd how to arrange -for sample returns w’hen

“135 aircraft can’t use the island.



A 6 November TWX from Mr. Shute of SAN to Hertford,
Bradbury, Foster and

Schwartz notes that the JCS has stated that “any reference a? this time to (Y(

the term JTF-8 is classified secret Including-its use in titles or any

messages or correspondence.”

A 6&ovember Memo for Jim Reeves from Jim Sugden has some interesting
--- ...--- --:w-

&% notes about the status of Johnston Island and BLUE STRAW. Sugden with

of H&N visited J.I. to look at the feasibility of possible ground based

diagnostics for Phase II of BLUE STRAW on 2 November . The island

population was 125 with a buildup to 175 for SAMOS to commence about

1 January. They were informed that the base had recently supported 400

J. Ryan

&
8

cr

500 people engaged in some DOD programs. Sugden believes that the

decontamination for sampler aircraft can be accomplished at Johnston

island but the addition of distillationunits for fresh water may be required.

On 7 November, Bob Miller of ALOO sent a letter to Col. Dishuck of——- ----

AFSWC which quoted in full Betts message of 4 I’J~vember Where he

reported on the National Security Council Meeting of 2 November and in
BE

effect reIates to AFSIVC that the EVER READY Operation is off.

Beginning on 7~Nove~-Qe_r AFSWC began to turn off the effort that had gone

into being ready for testing in the Pacific in November.
B’jz



Here Ii ‘“s a memo dated ~ Novembe~ from Bradbury ~ i embers of the weapons

section of the iYC on the subject of testing, which includes the iist of

LASL proposals for overseas testing which Bradbury will present at a meet
ng

with Generai Betts on i3 November in Albuquerque”. The iist is divided

into two segments: 1) for an off-Hilo operation which will ‘include all -

measurements except for i

2) an operation which wi

and wiil be done at

wili inciude approx

list of the paratle

-included.

Ipha and includes the 43, 50, 59, and 16 M devices;

I require Alpha measurements or special diagnostics

unknown isiand on bat ioons and ground stations andsome

mate

plans from Livermore as provided by John Foster is aiso

y 10 tests as presentiy planned. A very tentative

Here is an 8 November~WX from a Mr. G.F. Bing of ARPA to Air Force Systems

Canmand (Coi. Nudenberg) with info .copies to SS0 (COl. Westmorelandl, Gen.

Betts, Dick Taschek, Gilbert of Livermore, and DASA (Commander Edwards).

u
..”

The message is interesting, I will quote it in its entirety: “Several high’ “ “

altitude weapons effects tests are being planned by DASA. Possible yields

are from [65 kt to severai megatone. Posssible altitudes from 25 kilometers

to i,000 kilometers. Assumed time spans of 4 to 7 months, 9 to 12 months,

and 18 to 24 months with emphasis on 4

Request that you evaluate whe$her or no-

used in the Vela Hotel program. If so,

to ARPA as soon a: possible with regard

o 7 months.

these tests

request that

to various actions which could be

can be advantageously

recommendations be made

taken. Would appreciate preliminary views during briefing to ARPA following

i3 November meeting of Vela Hotel Joint Technical Group”



&l
On 8 Nov., RF $Seaborg replied to Hans Bethe to a letter from Bethe dated 31 Oct.
—.—--...—

which had discussed the nuclear testing question and Seaborg found it “extremely well

thought out and persuasive.” I assume it was trying to be convincing in the

&Hi e
direction of not resuming atmospheric testing. Indications are that ~ re-

ferred to the eariler stress ( during the moratorium probably) placed on the po-

tentf.al of underground testing by Foster and the Livermore people and Seaborg

/3. 74 e
suggested that 13aea discuss this further with Bradberry.

AnfJ November TWX from MATS to its subordinate units notes that although

nuclear tests will not be implemented in the immediate future certain aircraft

(photographic and charting service and Air Weather Service) will be retained
pz

in modified configuration for possible reinstatement of the project.

An 8 November TWX from McCorkle to Gen. Schriever, Commander of

Systems Command states the following: “Recent deferment with possible

planning reorientations points out the need for a permanent organization
B&

here at AFSWC which can cope with the many facets of suchan operation

without the disruption that we all experienced during

guidance as to type of tests projected, locations, and

framework of the

AEC in meetings

my organizational

recommendations

the last 30 clays. Pointed

timing within the

2 November NSC guidance will be obtained from the

11 and 13 November. Following this I will complete

plan and request your approval to submit it and suitable

to your Headquarters on20 November 1961”



8 November

/

On 8 Nov. Flaj. Rosen

president Kennedy, in news conference, emphasized that,

IF it were revealed that
~uss~a had made advances in tune e

~derstanding of high altitude nuclear effects, commensu-
rate U.S. action must be taken.

General Assembly (XVI) adopts US-UK resolution proposing m
renewal of Geneva test ban talks to conclude treaty with
controls. Vote: 71 Yes, 11 No, 15 Abstaining.

of the DMA Test Office wrote an internal memo on
the”subject of p~operly di~g~osing or best diagnosing the.atmospheric A

tests. c c.clvL=LtLuQ.ti

Major osen proposes consideration of barges and surface ships to be used as I
aiming point and diagnostic base for the air drops and questions whether this !

rnethodrshouldn’tbe considered as it might possfDly be a more desirable and ~ ~

better method of diagnosing the air drop tests than were the airborne diag-
nostics that were discussed. I

196\(Continued)

8 November -~ ~ * General”Assably (XVI) adopts US-UK
resolution propositlgrenewal of Geneva test

ban talks to conclude treaty with controls.
Vote: 71 yes, 11 No} 15 Abstaining. (FOf~~l

tcxto{remlu$onancir-rdofmt~ SCeAPPC~~X “F”.)

A TWX from ARPA to Systems Command on 8 Nov. discusses the plannin~

for high altitude weapons effects tests and asks Systems

%-hetheror not these tests can be advantageously used in

requests the views following a meeting of the Vela Hotel

I

i

by DASA

Command to evaluate
Hz

the Vela Hotel. ARPA

joint technical group

on 13 Nov. The reply written on 15 Nov. by SSD of Systems Command to ARPA states

the following as the conclusions of the joint technical group with respect to

effects test: “Because of differences in orders of magnitude of

the Vcla Hotel instrumentation will require modification of both

electronics. Such worliis already in progress under maintenance

distances involved,

detectors and

of AEC agencies

for their own purposes. . Iiowever, the results of this work will be directly applied

to the Vela Hotel diagnostic instrumentation, especially since the same AEC

personnel are

being covered

involved in both programs. Thus, ARPA suggestions are apparently

under AEC sponsorship.”

.



On~.Yal).cr Betts sent a memo to Leudeke documenting the fact that Sandia
feels that air drop of a 30 or 50 megaton weapon from a B52 aircraft at

Y

a release altitude of 35,000 feet with a height of burst of 15,000 feet is J
both feasible and can be safely performed.

Documentation on 8 ffov~n@ercovers the fact that DMA has been requested to
outline for a Senator Aiken the reasons for the U. S. resumption of atmos-
pheric testing as well as underground testing and also to prepare a proposed
atmospheric test schedule in the e’~cntthe U.S. resumes atmospheric testing. )$

4!
Note that ataW9 Nove_mber meeting of the Christmas Tree Working Group

Blossom noted that LASL does not intend to make use of the Christmas Tree
PD

facility for testing at this time but intend to continue participating in planning

‘since the possibility exists of a future desire to utilize such a facility.

~r
On 9 November, I+&N submitted their preliminary cost estimates for various

-..-----..._+

sites to be evaluated for Christmas Tree. The estimates for ‘7 possible

PD
<

locations in Utah, California, Nevada, and New Mexico ranged from about

five million to about eight million dollars for site evaluation.

(J
~ 9 Nov. message from Carothers at L~vermore

to the AFS\JCcotiander notes the
Aq.’

—--- --.’–-‘--“-’

intention of AI?SVC
to have a rehearsal of the amospherlc

testing aircraft on 16 Nov.

over ~onopah and says that Livermore

due to commitments at N’TS and Gnome.

cannot participate
aboard aircraft t!o.299

the labs quotes a memo that is detailed in/?4 t A9~November TWX from Reeves to

other sets of notes on the Secretary of Defense to the Joint Chiefs of Staff

on the subject of planning for overseas operations.
Among other things, it C?k

is noted here that systems tests to be planned for by the various services

include at this time only the ASROC, the ATLAS and the POLARIS.



Beginning about 9 Nove~r, itis evident that there is now a reorientation

cf thinking towards the test series to begin in March of 1962 such that all

technical desires of the”various organizations for different types and different

facets of the operation will try to be included in consideration for the future B2

tests. There is now a heavy emphasis of complete coordination and

discussion with the Office of Aerospace Research, OAR, and DASA for the

operation that is some distance off.

A 10 No~9.~ber TWX from Gen. Gerrity of BSD to the Systems Command

Commander stresses the need for more positive thinking and steps in the

area of Air Force needs in nuclear testing. Garrity feels that weapon lKZ!

development tests are receiving the predominant consideration whereas AFSWC

and BSD have both indicated an urgent need for certain nuclear tests to increase

the state of knowledge of nuclear weapons effects, and in particular those

that effect ballistic missile systems.

B
9 November New York State legislature, under leadership of

Governor lielsonD. Rockefeller, authorizes $100 million du
to be spent on shelter system for schools and colleges
in state.

9 liovcmber Secretary of Defense to JCS:
JTF-8 has been activated, aimed at 1 March test readiness.
Notes there has been prclimir,aryplanning bet;~eenUSAF
and ALC to set up air drop test capability based in
Hawaii. AF ami 3avy to prepare for OST of Atlas and
Asroc and Polaris. More air sampler development being
investigated. JCS directed to have completely airborne
operation plmned and readied by 1 ?.!arch in event islal.d
base can’t be found.

-f’

A ~o.~11.? from Reeves to Graves contains extracts from a Secretary of

. Defense to Joir.t Chiefs of Staff r.emorandum of the same date. In addition to

reiterating the co;aents aboct the N6C meeting on 2 llov, the Sec. Def. notes

that a joint t=l: force~JTF-~~ h~s been activated for the condcct of the

dcvclopncr.cal and effects tests to be conducted either at Christnas Island or

/_

another base to be determined. They are directed to proceed vi:h org~nizat~oa,

manning, procurer.eIltand other actio-nsnecesszry to rxet the 1 l.!archReadiness

date. He notes the exis~nce of a Task Group, presumably Tas’k
Croup 8.4, enter

the Executive l,gc~cyof the Air Fcrcc, as bcinS in-being. I assume this r.cans

the nucleus of personnel left over from Task Group 7.4, ~’hichhave during the

moratorium, been contained within and-transferred out of AI”SL’C. llestztes th.?.t
.L.



this Task Group has accomplished in coordination with the AEC, the pre–

Ifminary planning for creation of the capability for air drop testing based “
“ in Hawaii and I assume this is in relation to the preparation= going

on since the end of Scpcezber or the beginning of October. Air Force znc!
Kavy Task Gro~ps are ac x:orkon prepzraci.cns for their operational syscez.s
tests for the ASP.CC, Polzris a=c! Atlas system. DoD is investigate.n~ ::hat

cm be done to equip more aircrzft for aiz- Lsm?li-ng prior to the Readiness ...

date znd the Sec. Def. directs the JCS to prcpcre for the 1 Nzrch ZeaZi.ness
and E 3-r.onthtest ~-indowand in tb,eeven: tk.~ca suit~ble islznd b~se for
testing can’t be obtained to prepzre for co~?lctely zirborne operacior!s and
substitute SUC!; operations on the sar,e schc?cle. They further direcc chat

the thre? system tests noted above be prepared for execution within the
3-month period defined zbove.

On 10 Nova ber a Thy from Reeves of ALO to Betts documents the fact that
neither one of the three laboratories can practically utlllze

. . a large.amount

of cable offered by the United Kingdom at a date a month or so previous to fl
this and therefore have after a great deal of correspondence turned down the .
United Kingdomfs offer.

A memorandum for Chairman Seaborg from Betts on 10 November documents the._——

fact that llettswill be briefing the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on

11 November and contains an outline of the briefing which contains the present

AEC guidance for preparing atmospheric testing, the steps that the A132 is

taking tO’ilardSimplementing the atmospheric program which include a planned

meeting of the laboratories, and ALO and the support contractors on the 15th

and 14th of November as well as a good deal of detail on 10 or so devices

which are tentatively thought of as candidates for testing in the atmosphere

plus a summary briefly covering the five tests already completed underground
n+ NT.S

PmPosed by the.

locations (with

tur?%ngedfor in

used es well.as

/9

(Q?I
AIO November letter fmm Reeves to Hertfoti di.scwses the oveme~ pl~~ x

~S manning Boti2 including the priorities given to the various

Eniwetok first), They set out antunberof details of what shoul.dbe R

planning and in setting up an operation if Christmas Island is to be

what is needed if none of the island bases can be

sea operation will be required. They re-emphasize the adva.n~es

operating fxtxnEniwetok if that can be em%nged.

used but an open

associated with

2’” A 10 Nov. 61 letter from Gen. Booth
*

of fundin~.of req~]irumentsin connection
.

the current needs ~cr the DASA sponsored

to the Sec. of Defense on the subject

with nuclear weapons tests addresses

weapons effects tests. He notes the

former request for funds, the former status of the tests, and the former amount



of approved funds. The four tests mentioned are the one x- low yield, near

.

2. A

surface effects test at the NTS (Sunbeam), for-which DASA requested $10,000,000

and is being provided $3,000,000. The other three tests are high altitude

tests under the heading of Fish Bowl for which DASA requested $15,000,000 to

do preliminary planning and preparation in FY 62 for the operations to be ~

carried out in FY 63. While the DOD authorized .$15,000,000, the current

schedule requires these shots to be done within IT! 62 and thus there is en

under run here. In summary, the current requirements for FY 62 funding for

these four effects tests requires $7,000,000 additional for Sunbem and .

$50,000,000 (for a total of $65,000,000) for the three Fish Bowl tests, for

a grand total of $57,”000,000

immediately if the tests are

meet’lng of the NTSO Planning

additional required. The money is requested

to be carried out on the appropriate schedule.

Board was held atALOon ~ovember Ilth ~/

to consider a revised Nougat schedule in response to a request from

FT
on 12 November 1961.Gen. Betts of DMA. Reeves responded by TWX

Stressing the tentative nature of the lists

iisting for Nougat including the device lab

and readiness date for detonation. Briefly

Reeves presents an extensive

nickname yield hole location

the shots by lab and number

of shots by months are as follows: November 1961 to LASL and one LRL;

December 3 LASL and 2 LRL; January [962 5 LASL, 3 LRL and I DOD;

February 1962 2 LASL and 7 LRL.

3. Here is a cross reference to a memo from Reeves to Hertford dated 13

November {961 on the position of the Planning Board for overseas
——

operations and is -filed in “635 Blue Straw” Folder. .

A 13 November TWX from Betts to the two lab directors requests them to
<

comment on -the future planning for and need for their so called reactivity
CM “

experimentation programs.

.



13 November U.S. proposes to USSR that Geneva Conference on
Discontinuance of Nuclear l!eapons Tests be resumed k~
28 Iloveinber 1961.

.

In an unclassified letter to Senator Aiken on 13 N.ove.nber,Gen. Betts covers—. -
some rationale behind the commission feeling the need for resuming atmospheric
testing if the President so directs. In assessing the relative positions of
the United States and the Soviet Union since testing was resumed on 1 September
the letter states in part “The Soviet Union could have been making relatively
large gains in nuclear weapons technology through their current intensive testsA

in the atmosphere. They have”demonstrated that the number of tests that can
be conducted in the atmosphere in a comparatively short period of time is much

greater than we have been able to conduct in the same period in the limited
facilities presently available to us for underground testing. Thus, by
limiting ourselves to underground testing our possible relative gains vs
the Soviets in this field are as 2 consequence also limited. Atmospheric
testing would relieve this limitation on the number and types of tests that
can be conducted. In addition to the more rapid rate of progress through
atmospheric testing, it is important to note that much needed information 4 /
on’effects and operational behavior of weapons systems could be gained only
through atmospheric testing. Proof tests of large yield weapons and operational
tests of entire weapons systems cannot be conducted underground. Atmospheric
tests would permit gathering important effects information relating to anti
intercontinental ballistic missiles. In this area we do not believe that
conclusive information can be gained through underground tests alone. Impor-
tant weapons developments necessitating
in the present state of technology with

large yield tests cannot be achie~red
underground tests.”

A 14 Novem=b~r TWX from FIeadquarters TAC,which supplied the C-130 aircraft
~“-”

notes that there is a serious shortage of such airplanes 4!52

*
within their command

and they request information on the configuration status of the two AFSWC

C-130 aircraftas wellas the date at

14 November
-41

us

which they are to be returned to TAC.

New York State Governor Rockefeller warns
against test ban; says that agreement

now “could place in jeopardy both our national
aalcty and the defense of freedom throughout
the world.” H

61

By ~~ovember let~er, Bob Newman sent H

a twin balloon launching site and a proposed

&r

& N a set of sketches made by his Group

/V7-”configuration for a deep hole with ,

fified bottom. The sketches are
‘-~fomation ad consideration ofiy-



Here are highli~hts

1. Vela Uniform

Dribble

Shoal

Shade

61
of 14 Nov. OFO I?roject Listing:

.

3 yrs. effort

2 yrs. effort

Support of DOD measurements at

NTS; primarily seismic

2.” Weapons

Nougat - NTS 27 detonations

Ivanhoe - NTS 24 detonations

Bluestraw - Pacific 41 shots planned; maybe beginning

1 Mar. 62 with probable establishment “
. .

of new facilities at J.I., Christmas, and

Hilo

3. .Plowshare

Gnorue

wagon

Chariot

Cratering at NTS

In 4th year in Alaska

4. AEC Reactor Program

Rover

‘Pluto

5. NASA

Nattl Nuclear Rccket Development Facility 5-10 yrs. at NTS

6. DOD

(Mristmas

Marshmallow

Feasibility study of possible

$27 million undcr~round test facility

New Tunnel facility involving 800 ft.

of vacuum pipe

Tunnel and IIOICinvolvinc structural
-...



A lengthy TWX dated 14 November from ALO to Gen. Betts with info copies to
the labs is a preliminary coverage of the meeting in Albuquerque of 13
November attended by the principals from the various labs as well as
Gen. Betts and others on the subject of atmospheric test resumption. The
TWX contains a lengthy event list from each lab, LASL listing 1S events plus
certain specific statements concerning the conduct of these events, and LRL
lists about 26 different events as well = the sPecifics of their Position
relating to atmospheric testing. Various other details of the test site #

requirements, diagnostic requirements, etc., are contained in this TWX

as well as a listing of the desired DoD program which includes 3 detonations
i~the Fishbowl series includin~ Starfish at 400 kilometers, Kingfish

cwd B/U@Q~[(
L?as well as one near s rface

..

shot at the RTS w~ich is titled Small Boy. As to a choice of test sites the

sites to be considered in orcjerof desirabilityare first Eniwetok/Bikini
second Christmas Island and third Johnston Island and or Hilo. It is noted

that the concensus shows that politically Eniwetok and Bikini are essentially
not feasible and that planning-should be directed to Christmas Island with
the alternative of Johnston and Hilo.

4. A 14 Novanbe~ -TWX from Reeves to M. A. Rex, Head of the Field Office of
—-—

the AEC in Las Vegas goes into detail on the LASL and Livermore

requirements for the Ivanhoe operation which at this time I believe was

planned to begin on I March 1962 and continue through the end of the

fiscal year. Roughly speaking LASL had a requirement for II vertical

holes 36” in diameter ranging in depth from 1,000 to 2500 feet plus 3

200 ft. deep holes presumably for safety tests plus reaming out hole

U15d to 36” in diameter and 6000 foot depth by June 1962. Livermore had

much grander aspirations requesting more than 30 sites for detonation

variously in tunnels and in Area 9 vertical holes. ReeCo and H & N

we~e asked to consider the program as proposed and comment’ on the

construction possibi Iit’ies and foreseen problems in procuring equipment

and constructing sites.

m

.=A 14 Nov~ ‘message from Reeves to Rex at the NTS gives the specific construction
~...

authorized for various NTS shots to be done in the next few months (Nougat) and

/e.-iL
/Y@notes that the NTS planning board is supporting long:time construction for Ivanhoe.

/1
Therefore, Rex is requested to obtain the best available time and cost estimates

as soon as possible for the overall Ivanhoe program since Reeves expects there to

be some funding problems due to cost associated with preparations for other testing

locations and wants to make DMA aware of these problems as soon as possible.



5. Here is

Foster

41 ‘
a i4 November TWX from REeves to Betts w

.

LRL, LASL,-H&N, EG8G, Fieid Command DASA

th info. copies to

AFSWC, Headquarters P

DASA (Brig. Gen. Poihamus and Maj. Gen. Starbird), and Sandia. The

message is addraft summary of the meeting heid in ABQ on 13 November

1961 of the principai personnel involved in overseas testing. The

meeting had opened w

establish a reasonab

funding negotiations

th a briefing by Gen. Betts on the necessity to

e shot schedul e,sufficiently justified to support

and political objections. He emphasized that the

following should be taken into consideration: (1) a possibility that

approval for atmospheric testing might not be forthcoming, (21 provided

approval was obtained a readiness date of i March was desired and that

the testing period might be as short as 60-90 days, (3) provided approval

was obtained and a series in i962 was executed planning should also

envision the possibility of a subsequent series in 1963, and (4) location

of the series at Christmas Isiand seems the most feasible under present

political conditions. The meeting itseif covered a myriad of thoughts

and possibilities for an overseas test series and I’ll try to

the highlights here. The list of LASL events included 15 di-

possible tests which could be done variously by airdrop, bal

hit some of

ferent”

eon, barge

or ship and LASL mentioned that all events may require a sea vessel of

some type including the Christmas Island shots but that especially that

would be required for.the Johnston isiand or off Hilo type series and

therefore a joint air-sea operation is required. LRL’s sh,ot iist

included 26 different possibie tests and they stated a desire to have

only one overseas site rather than two. Support requirements were

discussed at iength under 3 possibilities: operating complete from,

Christmas, operating in part from Christmas, and operating from Oahu

or Johnston over open water.’ The requirements for diagnostics such as

.



etc. were covered. Mention was made of the need for launch facilities

for I or 2 shots at Johnston Island and requirements for 2 ships of the

boxer typed as diagnostic platforms was stated. The estimate of

personnel to be involved in actual test operation not including the -

construction phase was 2,4[0. The consensus was the Eniwetok/Bikini

was a politically infeasible choice and that planning should be directed

to Christmas Island with the alternative for Johnston-Hilo and therefore

it was recommended that early authority to visit Christmas be obtained.

The DOD program was summarized as being 3 highialtitude shots from

Johnston Island (Starfish, Kingfish, and Blue Gill) and i near surface

shot at NTS (Small Boy).

61
Here is reference to a 15 Nov. paper, AEC 334/44, which apparently has

-&-.
Commission considering Starbird’s appointment as new Task Force Commander.

the /y”

Test bulletin

atmospheric

4!
#5 on15 November by Goecker=nn lists the proposed Livermore

— .—

test.schedule as presented ata 13 November DN.4 meeting. Itis flF

stated that the method of

and the present estimate

delivery presupposes a land based diagnostics capability

of using Christmas Island is felt to be greater than

50 percent probability. (Goeckermann notes that the fact that any island location

is being considered is highly classified. ) “Should an island locationbe unavailable=,

the next line of retreat would be toputas much diagnostic gear as possible on

ships and in aircraft for operations in the open sea. Not allof the

schedule could be usefully detonated under these circumstances. “

events in the

The proposed

event”listshows 26 events ranging up to 9 megatons with dates running 1 March 1962

throu~h the end of May. All events are listed as airdrops with the exception Of

six, four of which are listed as balloon events

and two as barge events shown in the

latter half of May).



. .

A 15 Nov. 61 copy of the minutes of the 7 Nov. 61 Test Coordinating Group
—. ———.--

meeting contains the”following: Gen. Polhamus reported that JTF-8 is still

classified and that an announcement of the existence of that force would have’

to wait until after Mr. Nehru had departed from the US.
Ck

In a discussion of

funding, the figure mentioned above of 40.5 million dollars was mentioned

again and is apparently the total incremental costs required to do the shots

as now planned. In the opinion of a Commander Zawacki, for a 7 month test

response, this will be on a crash basis and will cost something on the order

of 80 or 90 million dollars, whereas DDR&E has indicated that they will approve

24 million dollars. Capt. Craig of DMA noted that the AEC interpretation of

systems tests at this was that they must be justified on a developmental basis

or that they would not be included in the test series. Also, they could be

justified on the basis of effects measurements. He also noted thah in regard

to AEC participation as far as safety is concerned, these tests were service

tests and were planned initially to be conducted outside of the framework of

JTF–8, whereas it now appears they will be conducted by that organization. It

was noted that the charter for JTF-8 is being held up until the arrival of Gen.

Starbird (who apparently has not yet arrived in his role as Commander).

Discussion stated that it lookccl].ikethe Joint Task Force would be responsible

for

out

conducting all tests outside of the US; however, Admiral Gannon pointed

that for the Navy Polaris test this would be different since the Navy

would test in the Atlantic. If this effort came under JTF-8, they would have

to split their operations between the two oceans. Also, }lajorBurke, the

Air Force representative, stated that the Air Force could run the Atlas”test

independent from the other service-proposed test. Commander Eaton now said

that the Navy is making two different plans for their systems test, one for
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and Dr. Hayward departed for England to confer with the British on Christmas

Island. As for aircraft support from the Air Force, Major Burke noted that

there was a major problem since the Commands that have furnished the aircraft

for test support want them back since there are no firm plans at the moment

and there may be a problem in holding on to them for more than a month or so.

Major Burke also noted the Air Force Discoverer project and how it and the

nuclear test program

tifne. Gen. Polhamus

plans for the period

l’Gen.Polhamus asked

planning a standdown

can not function to~ether in the same place at the same

asked him to get what information he could on this project’s

Nar. through June of 62. As for the NTS it was stated,

Capt. Craig if he could clarify whether the AEC is

at NTS during the three month oversea tes~ing period.

Capt. Craig said that they were pretty much in agreement that it is not going

to be possible to conduct atmospheric shots at the NTS. They are going ahead

with underground shots. Lack of sufficient technical personnel may preclude .

operations at two locations.”

J/
The next month’s report covering thru 15 Nov. notes about half a dozen NTS

events which are being prepared for and adds a few details on the development
- Pti

of capabilities for a Pacific operation, with the arrival of several pieces of

gear. No mention is made here of the airborne concept.

4!
Here is a 15 Nov. report of a meeting on a estimates of time, manpower,

* P
FRand costs for proposed Pacific operations held at H&N in LOS Angeles on 14 NOV.

and this report is written by John Pellet.
Attending the meeting in addition

to a number of H&N personnel were Sugden,
Sullivan, and Gibbons of Livermore.

The 3 concepts considered were the “quick and dirty” operation, the several

J.I. shots and an entirely Christn[asIsland operation stretching from March



...

-18-

thru May and including about 41 air drops. The latter concept it is noted

would require extending and widening the Christmas Island air strip to

accommodatethe

meeting noted,

commitments to

B-52’s, which of course was not done. One of the items at the

in the absence of any LASL attendee, that “as a result of LASL

support the Rover program, it will not be possible for them to

man, concurrently, weapon test operations at the NTS and in the Pacific area.

During the months now scheduled for tests at Christmas Island, holes for under-

ground detonation will be stockpiled for future LASL use. LRL, however, with its

Nevada organization will be able to conduct operations simultaneously at both

sites. Consequently, they have been directed to further develop their tunnel

capabilities.“ The 41 event Christmas operation would include 15 balloon shots

and 26 airdrops. As for personnel and capabilities to support personnel at

Christmas, H&N estimates there are accommodationsfor 3725, including 3000

enlisted men type accommodations,whereas

personnel needed there, exclusive of the

statement of this meeting is that it was

there is an estimate of about 1500

H&N requirements. A good summary

quite preliminary and there were a

number of inaccuracies in what might be done and various support capabilities

and requirements.

Here 1s a 15 November TWX from SSD to Mr. Bing of ARPA and the other info

addressees of the Vela Hotel message mentioned above. It states “the

following are the conclusions of the Joint Technical Group with respect to
(!?6?(

the effects tests. Because of differences in orders of magnitude of distances

involved, the Vela Hotel instrumentation will require modification of both

detectors and electronics. Such work is already in progress under maintenance

of AEC agencies for their own purposes. However, the results of this work

will be directly applied to the Vela Hotel instrumental

since the same AEC personnel are involved in both programs. Thus,

suggestions are apparently being covered by AEC sponsorship.”

on especially
——

ARPA ‘ S



[n relation to the reactivity experimentation, Bradbury replied to Betts

on 15 November that, due cooperation Nuget, Ivanhoe, and current Planning

for overseas testing, there are no LASL plans for any one program in the

l_ January to I July 62 time period.

M61 A 15 November memorandum from Bradbury to certain lab personnel including
~.. . --—

Graves and Ogle addresses the planned meeting on 20 November with members of

Sandia (Schwartz, Henderson, Schuster, et al). Subjects of discussion are C&

those of mutual interest if air testing of weapons is resumed and include:

.
neutron output measurements on the 50, yield diagnostics

on the high altitude

shots, weapons effects of joint interest in the two laboratories, alpha and

other measurements if no land is avai Iable in the event of air drop testing,

and dropable configurations for experimental devices
if no land is available.

if

On 35 Iiovernkr Chairman Seaborg’sent to the AEC General Manager a copy of
the “Presidential Instructions to the NSC Committee on Atmospheric Testing
Policy” which gives the guidance for this committee to consider the proposed
programs submitted by the Atomic Energy Commission. In part the Presidential
instructions contain the following guidelines: l!tests~~illbe conducted in
the atmosphere only if: (a) the test will provide information of substantial
importance to the.national defense. (b) The information needed can be obtained
no other way, with reasonable time and effort. (c) Atmospheric fallout is
minimized in all practicable \iays. (d) The military need for the tests out
weighs the desirability of avoiding all atmospheric fallout.

Preparations for atmospheric’testing will be directed toward: (a) Test
readiness in 4 months. (b) Concentration of atmospheric tests in the
shortest possible time period \iitha target of about 3 months.

The committee ~iill consider and recommend to the President on the need for
providing the capability to conduct follow-on tests.

The study request~d by the President (NSC record of action 2440-c) of the
availability of sites for atmospheric tests ~iillbe directed toward obtaining,
on a priority basis, a suitable island test base.

The committee \iillsubmit to the President for decision the carrying out
of each atmospheric test. (a) For the present, the committee should limit
its recommendations to tests which relate to important questions of weapons
development and weapons effects. (b) Approval of either proof tests or
systems tests can be expected only if there is convincing demonstration of
unusual need in each case.

.



committee,
------ ..-. FLvpdLd LIUIl> w1ll De reviewed by the

in consultation ~~’iththe Director of the Bureau of the Budget.
The President has decided that :

(a) No FY 63 budget proposals for the
financing of test preparations will be made public.

(b] FY 62 expenditureswill be financed by use of the emergency funds, with a supplemental request
to be made as necessary.”

On 1S November Gen. Betts sent a memorandum to Chairman Seaborg on the subject. ... ....
of t=availability of sampling aircraft. In part the letter states that it
is felt that there is sufficient B57 aircraft with the low altitude capability
to meet those needs. However, the B57D aircraft which are the only available
sampler aircraft to meet our high altitude sampling needs are in a marginal
status as to the number of aircraft to meet our requirements. There are in
fact 4 1357D’savailable to the AEC but in fact only 3 of these are useable.
There are 13 other B57D1S in the .4irForce inventory and the following is 4
true of these: “4 are assigned to the Air Defense Command for a high priority
mission, 6 are in Europe extensively modified for a high priority mission
there, and 3 are as5igned to the Air Force Systems Command. The 3 assigned
to Syst6ms Command might be available, providing they have not been modified
to the extent they are unsuitable for sampling purposes. A determination
would have to be made, of course, of the relative priority our mission vs.
that to which they are assigned in the event we require more than the 3
B57Dts now on hand.” It is thus clear that there is some question as of
November 15 as to the readiness of the Air Force to meet the AEC’S atmospheric
test sampling needs.

~!
A 16 Nov. message from Newman to Sanders at the NTS gives
~.~

vertical hole work required through the completion of Ivanhoe.

authority be confirmed for design and construction of 21 holes

.

Iw?the specific LASL ;

Newman requests that -

in Area 3 and 1 in

Area 4 ranging to a depth of 2500 ft.; as well as 1 6000 ft. hole in Area 15 (U15E).

Moreover, 2 1600 ft. vertical holes and 2 1200.yertical holes with drifts at the

bottom are to

through U3BE.

Here

be designed and constructed for Ivanhoe and these are designated U3BB

Newman emphasizes how tentative these projections are.

Nov. 61 to Jim Reeves and the
-

Construction Support Required

Island Participation.” This

and more extensive scientific

is an interesting document from Bob Petrie of Livermore dated 16

title is “Engineering, Construction> and
- rl!

for the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory xx Christmas

is a somewhat detailed estimate of the initial

construction to support both a quick type operation

at Christmas Island as well as a long term or extended operation there, merely

for Livermore’s requirements. It includes support for barge shots, balloon

launched tests as well as air drops.
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A 16 November TWX from Betts to Foster notes tha~ as for the DOD systems .
~

tests, Sandia has provided a -technical advisor for the ATLAS and ASROC.

operations and DMA has Provided Mr.” D. M. Olson to cover the POLARIS and

ASROC operations.

A TWX from Graves to Betts on 16 November notes that the possibility of an

induced tsunami in Hawaii i“n case of an accidental surface burst should be
cl

-1

added as a safety consideration in connection wi

Force asked

th off-Hilo operations.

for an updated firmOn l~}*_@~r, Headquarters Air

requirement from the AEC Users for the various types of B-57 aircraft,

since the C and E models at Warner-Robbins have not yet been modified

and would cost quite a lot of money.

entry in this folder is a memorandum fron Ogle to various Lab

Lf2

co~’ersa SarLdia-LASL~eeiir.gheld on ~64Novaon atmospheric cestir.g.
subject of high-altitude shots the Cestlng tech~.iques znd dizgxoscic

~izcno~tics wer~eciisc’~ssedand~r.clc~i-.lgYELA . several things xcre
It was clear chat one skcc wculd not satisfy all needs. The .&eneral a

The final
personnel,
Under the
techniques
decided.
plzn would hz to carry a device aboard a Thor ~issile to cbout a 150 kilor.eter

alti.:ude and instru~antation rockets vould also be used. The ceetir-g ‘~ent intc L

a Crest deal of detail on the possible diagr.ostics fcr both high altitude 2ncl

air~rop events 2E6 vhich Laboratory or Sandia would be develc?ir.g the ccpz-
bility for these ~ezsure~ents. Cne particular capability SaPtiLa is ?rcpzrinz
is .2tr?ckj?.:5:?sce-~. ~Y=r.L-hnrh :~-~ d:l~ ml~~e. RP.d Eb.e !je~?:ce fTW Ek!e-. .... .. ----
groum! ~;hichcould be both ground-mounted ~n~ ship-mounted in the event that
the devices vere to be drc?ped over the open sea.

By a Nov. 16, 1961 memo from Gilpatric (Deputy Secretary of Defense) to
—. ...... --

the Chairman of the JCS, the JCS requests for 87 spaces for DASA is approved

except that 1 civilian space which was requested is not approved, making ,the cl

incremental authorization 27 officers and 59 enlisted men.

&-

‘-”” --y>~,_q”~(~~:$;u:-&~-’’dz;:+2.2.
-.

-—-//
\

““ k“------”-[._@.-/*& . —.
z’

{. . . . .



A 36 .N!w!k:?merno from a Captain .Craig of Test Office to Gen.
Betts in DMA

. .

covers an attached memo for the commissioners
which recommends the conduct

of overseas tests in the open sea.
The purpose of the memo which is not

contained here seems to be
t“oallow the labs and other organizations to do

some efficient and firm planning
in one direction only and it is felt that

the way to force the commissioners to allow this is
to recommend that a

decision be made to focus only on the open
sea area for testing due to the

fact that no island base has yet been found.
To quote from the conclusion

of the cover letter “preparation tl~e 1s very
limited. A decision must be

made very soon. Unless the commissioners
are sure they can obtain Christmas

t.hevshould agree to an open sea operation now.”
A memo for Chairman Seaborg from General Betts on 16 November while trans-
mitting the list from each laboratory of the proposed devices to be tested

Yin the atmosphere it mentions for the first time that I have seen General
Starbird as commander of JTF8.

A 16 November TWX from Graves of Los Alamos to Gen. Betts asks .that induced

ts~~i in the case of an accidental surface burst be added as
da safety consideration in connection with off-Hilo operations. .

r~~~..}pgyg!b~erno for CO1. Anderson of DNA from a Col. Ilanks of the R&D
,,Branchadhsses ‘

Correspondence on 16 November notes the fact for the record that as of this
date negotiations with the United Kingdom for the use of Christmas Island #
were already underway.

16 November Ogle memo on atmospheric testing. Proposed H% test using
J

B“

Thor as carrier with small instrumentation rockets. Notes ~
~~~~~2v~ ;+.-..-.+-:..-.-~ :~;~-:~~ ..--’----~~: ~:~ &q).wy._.k.A”..a“- 2,aLb..,-)

plane and device and all labs’ work on diagnostics for
HA and air drop events.

(1Note also that Bill Ogle sent Betts a letter on 17 Nov. ent~tled “LASL

Diagnostic Program Tabulation for Possible Pacific Atmospheric Test Program”

F&which referenced No. 142102Z from Reeves to Betts with info to all other concerned

agencies which covered a 13 Nov. meeting of the “principals” in Albuquerque.

Betts addressed this meeting with the posibilities.for Pacific testing and the

TWX tried to lay these out in detail and asked the various info addressees, such

as LASL to comment to Betts as Ogle did in this brief letter on 17 Nov.



Here is an interc~t~~ internal memo on a conference held in Ias &eles on 17

Novmber 61 with representatives fmm AEC, Li,vemm,
LASL, Sandia, and EC & G. and ~~

●

H G N. At the direction of General Bettx fxmm the 13 November meet-,
H& Iiis

preparimg overall estimates of the en.ginee- times, procurement time, shipping,

construction, and other schedules for a possible overseas atmospheric test@ A-

operation. The estimated retijness of two Livennore

l?ebruary”if authorization is given immediately based

go-ahead. IleltGibhins wrote this memo and stated “

initi.el Livemore scient~”ic construction required. to allow Livemmm to proceed wit ~

W3 first shot on March 1 would be complete on February 15 provided there is no deley

in authorization. Specifically methods of detennti@ yield frum FIREEALL for the

earliest shots was addressed and it was felt that it would he impossible to erect steel

towers for the early shots end very difficult to erect wooden tovers md t!~erefore a

non-elevated set-up is ‘oe@ corisidered. ~Je meno doesn’t make clee,zzw%ether the

operation is addressed to a specific area but it does say:

for each Lab, were requested. Tlaiswould allow preparation

three shot areas sinnil.taneously.”The words said about the

interest~ and axe quoted in full: “LASL will fire up to twenty balloon shots, 17 or

I_8 of tiich wi.I_I. require fipha measurements. These shots are es sent ial.ly replacemmts

for the presently planned needed shots at Nevada if the atmospheric test~ program is

autlnorizedin the Pacific. LASL will fire four to five relatively high yield air dzops

and will stage two shots on float- vehicles, one of which will involve a rather

extensive neutImn experiment. LASL is also plann~ two or three missle tests, two

at a burst hexht of 100 to 150 kilometers, and one witina 1000 kilometer height at

burst. Each of these shots will require companion ?mckets. The estimated number is

26 companion rockets per missle shots. LASL is pl-auIiIK

almost identical in scope to the planned LilL multi-place

difference be~ that a tunnel liner will be used rather

~quested one tim~ and firing build:
~enerally

For pkrd..nG purposes, it was :xxm.dilw

be fired bY r~io with the P~vi~ ion

an Alpha Station which is

arch structure, the only

than the Annco arch. EC

w (Btitlertype) with a wooden and linoleum

~rccd that all shots and floatm vehicles

that LRL would reque~t hard wire to b~cs

&G

floor.

could



-4-

pzwriding the worings with a reasonable distance off-shore. For the time being

bbth Laboratories are plann~~ on b-es or LCU’s for

Exception to this is the LASL device with the neutron

a ship (probably Libetiy type). As for mm detmon

of Prelimin-’y e~ineer~ tiestin xikk~.-~ criteria fbr the LNL pmj:rm ~.~ereclistrf.-

buted tO H & 11aiidthe MC. nlis pro~ram was described to Yee n’ktcndcesr~ons witil

our estimates of’Cos;cs2nd constr.~ctian t‘be. Our criiteriaincluded detalileddrrx~m-s

of the recordi~~ “nwnkerand a descriptive explanation

installation. Detector stations, rocket launcher,

‘oallooti,and admlinistrative and support facilities.

will be authorized to proceed with the ~~ineer@ on

$25}000 internel H & N costs.” Further, H .%N is now

Honolulu immediately to begin negotiations for the puzwhase or rental of construction

equipment end to arrange barge tuws for this equipment. No DOD p?mgre.mwas presented

tiltho~h a Commander Ha21 was at the

is that Livermore made a ptiimtiary

Christmas Island was used.

the floating surface shots.
will

experiment which be implaced in

the Livennore pzmgraxn: “copies .

of the requirements for cable

instrument cans, ba~es and

The AEC indicated that H & N

our criteria to einountof

authcucrizedto send tw men to

meetin.cj.The only mention ‘of Cnristmas IsbDd

request for ve’niclesto be used in the event

j f
$“.?“

Ogle distributed a shot list within LASL on 17 Nov. to which he attached very
—.

little credibility stating that,
[:!?

“I am unaware of anyone who believes there is any -

serious relation between this listing and what will actually happen.” It shows 14

NTS shots scheduled between this time and the end of Feb. with essentially no

drilling work done on half of the holes.



F+17” Noy. TWX from WM. Lawrence of ALO to Bob Krohn of LASL discusses the

clefinitions of various terms that have recently appeared but have not been

‘d/

officially defined. ALO’S understanding, which seem to be as good as

anybody’s, is that Ivanhoe is an unclassified term identifying a continen-
tal test series to follow Nougat after Feb. 1962 and would include only

underground tests. Blue Straw identifies tests that may be conducted out-
side of the continental U.S. and it is stated here Blue Straw apparently
includes and supersedes off-continent testing identified as Operation
Eveready. JTF-8 is the task force which will accomplish the Blue Straw
objectives.

A 47 November rnerno from Ogle to Bradbury and others at LASL details the

Sandia/LASL meeting on atmospheric testing held 16 November. From Sandia

were Schuster, Jim Scott, Charles Scott, Mi I li~an, Kramm, Mehl, and Claassen.

From LASL were J-Division personnel, Jim Koon and Stopin~ of H Division.
c@

Subjects discussed were: high altitude shots; telemetering of alpha on air
~.r< Cfi

drops, barge shots, and high altitude shots; telemetering

‘ the 8 in. gun; the question of the drop case to be used for various

devices, with Sandia preferring to use a 39 case for all air drops independent

of the size of the device; Sandia capabilities for monitoring various device

functions on air drops; Sandia preparations for either a ground borne or

ship borne tracking system for both

about the bal loon site at Christmas

first subject (high altitude shots)

the drop plane and device; and questions

Island. A number of details on the

are worth mentioning. There are four

points of view from which such shots are interesting:

1. The possibility of using high altitude shots to measure the neutron flux

distribution for the 50,

2. Checking out space testing techniques, in particular yield measurements

by observation of x-ray flux

3. Checking out Vela Sierra and Vela Hotel methods of measuring
.)
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quantities, in particular, P-Division measurement of

by detectors in a vacuum, and

4. Upper atmospheric physics information which could no+ all be satisfied

in one shot. Included as two main possibilit’les would be a 50at 150

kilometers

The former

one of the

In relation to

and a Y2 or something larger at roughly 1,000 kilometers.

shot would be the appropriate one for AEC purposes if only

two shots couid be performed.

the method of such high altitude testing it is noted that a

device would be launched from Johnston Island in a Thor missile to about .

150 kilometers at which aititude it would be turned on its side and fired.

diagnostics wouid be done from rockets at about 200 kilometers altitude

launched from Mid-ilay, Kaqi, Christmas Island, or Paimira or Jarvis. NO

observations would be made from other Johnston Island missi ies or from

pods due to the fact that telemetry would then not have to face the problem

of too high gamma and x-ray intensities and secondiy, the intensity ieveis

and those distances get cioser to those that one might actual iy expect in

space testing, and thirdly, it appears the neutron spectrum and intensity

can be measured very nicely with a vaccum pack of something like a 1,000

miles. Obviously, other ground type measurements could be made from Johnston

or other adjoining islands. Furthermore, in noting that the DOD proposes

two high aititude shots,

answer AEC questions but

20 instrumentation rocke-

the AEC feels that neither shot ‘would satis

that they shouid be instrumented and about

s wili be frown against each of the three h

actori iy

5 or

gh

aititude shots. Furthermore, Radchem sampling by rockets on the higl

altitude or space shot seems to be out of the question on this time scaie.

A letter from Ogle to Betts dated 17 November addresses the present capabil-

ities and plans for diagnostics in various test situations overseas. As for

devices air-dropped or done by bai loons, Firebali, Radchem, Aipha and



. .

-? a

time interval measurements as well as

made. For devices fired

of the above measurements except for

airdrops if Christmas is

Bhangmeter measurements are planned.

Bhangmeter. measurements w

at Christmas Island on ba. .
~ti

IIallbe

loons all

would be made. For
_—

not available, only Radchem and

For the specific case of the XW50XIY2
. .. .

on which neutron flux distribution measurements are required, two possibili-

ties are considered: 1) a ground surface shot at Christmas Island with a

large vacuum type system and various neutron detectors; 2) the device be

fired at about 150 kilometers above Johnston Island with neutron time of

flight measurements made by rocket borne instrumentation. As for high

altitude shots and development and checking of diagnostic measurements for

possible future space te ting, x-ray
z~

intensity measurements would be made

by rockets in space,

manner, and optical measurements

aircraft.

measurements would be made in a similar

would be made from the surface and from

< A 17 November letter to Betts from Bill Ogle of LASL documents the specifics
/

, of the LASL diagnostic program for possible Pacific atmospheric tests as
presently planned. Details of diagnostics to be performed from groundborne, 4+?
airborne an~or shipborne stations for the various types of devices and
type of carrier are enumerated.



—-
on the subject of selection of overseas sites. He enumerates cne prC>CllL
possibilities and states the following: “Unless final negotiations for
Christmas Island can be accomplished quickly or support for Eniwetok-Bikini
operations can be obtained from the highest governmental levels, I strongly
but reluctantly recoinmend that a decision be made to conduct the tests by
air drops or barge shots in the open sea. I feel that a decision at this
time will provide the guidance needed to place all technical and operational #

preparations on a systematic basis. With the firm knowledge that the tests
will be conducted at sea, all effort can be applied in this direction and
it is likely that improved techniques can be worked out that will overcome
the inherent disadvantages of such an operation. Continued delay in selection
of a test site will greatly increase the cost in terms of funds and manpo~{er,
as well as reduce the effectiveness of final operation, since effort must be
directed to support several contingencies instead of supporting a specific
plan of action. In summary, I recommend that unless there is a good possi-
bility of obtaining Christmas Island or Eni\$etok-BikiniAtolls by December 1,
the Commission make a decision to proceed with an open sea test operation,
making use of Johnston Island and Hawaiian support facilities as feasible.
If it appears that agreement for use of Christmas Island might be obtained
with extended negotiations, these negotiations should be continued in order
to provide a more suitable place of operations for tests in the future.”

Two letters from Leudeke, the AEC General Manager to the JCAE on Noi!embez18
address previous requests from that committee for information concerning
Eniwetok in particular and the resumption of atmospheric testing as the AEC
is planning for it. The first letter responds specifically to four questions
raised by the committee on the present status of the Eniwetok area as to its
readiness and response capability for overseas atmospheric testing. The
answer in part states that “preparations for a limited air drop series with
limited diagnostics could be done so that the first test could be conducted
in 12 weeks. Preparations for an extended test series at Eniwetok with
optimum diagnostics would require up to 6 months.” Further Holmes G Narver
as well as EG&G and Sandia and their capabilities to respond with their
organizations manned for a test series are addressed. Also the fact that

JTF8 is presently being activated by the Department of Defense to conduct
the test series is noted.

A l@@@w 18 T~~ from Betts to the Lab Directors notes that the president has
appointed a committee chaired by Seaborg and consisting of Weisner, Bundy,
a State Department representative, a DoD representative Gerald Johnson, and
the committee will meet about the week of 20 November to address and evaluate
a proposed US atmospheric test plan and to jointly meet with a similar committee
from the United Kingdom and present the United States’s position. Following
the joint US/UK review the President”and the Prime Minister will be presented
with the joint plan for their consideration after \(hicha decision as to the use
of Christmas Island will be made. Betts requests the strongest justification
for the different labs programs due to the importance of the information being
forwarded to the Seaborg committee. He further notes that DMA has obtained
authority to dispatch a group to inspect Christmas Island and that additional
details of this inspection visit will be forthcoming. On November 20th
Bradbury submitted to Gen. Betts the lengthy L.%5Lreply. On November 21st
Dr. Foster submitted the LRL reply.

19 November

..’.

AFSWC Report -- Preliminary plan for Fishbowl. Plans
for high altitude shots betl(een1 ~;archando~d~rne 62-

Recomend Thor fron J“A~mfg~x~hOts In.this ~
G 400 km first, - . Details on carrier

‘selectionplus instr~entation rockets, etc.



cl
6. An 18 November TWX documented in other

~——

notes that the President has appointed

including others such as Jerry Johnson

notes from Betts to the laboratories

a committee chaired by Seaborg and

to review the atmospheric test FT

program and come up with a U.S. positon which will then be discussed with

a United Kingdom committee and that this effort of Seaborg’s committee

wi II begin the week of 20 November.
. .

%7 [v
Here is a 201Joven’ber61 report on aneet~~ at Holmes and Narver on 17 Novetier

a

“TO Est~lis~l Estfiates of Cost and TiiieSchedules for Constmction end.Support of

Proposed Pacific C@erations.” It is written by J~i~ Pellet.and notes that among the

conferees were representatives of’AL002 Los Angeles Officet LASL (Newxxin)2Livermon

(including Gibbins), Sandia, EG & G, D.WA, and H & N (including Ryan, spa~=, and

Pellet). Follo~~G the direction of the NT’SPknn~w Board on l-lNovember, this pP t

gm~ es.stunes that Eniwetok will not be available, that there will be no atmospheric

testing at NWS for the time being although the bal.loon areas (? and 9) =e to be

maintained, and that Pacific testing w5U begin on or about 1 March 62. Thus this

meet~~ came uz with estimates of tineconstruction costs and sche~~es for

accomplishing any or all of the appmac’hes that would utilize Christmas Isis.nii$i

JoYmsL@n Island for high altitude tests, and an open sea operation off Hawtii and

Johnston Island. Considered are shout twenty-six tilifferent

with some to be usi~ balloons, mast air drops, and at least

Sfiipor some soti~of surface T1.atfo-nn.

shots in the Pacific

one requir~- a Liberty

a /7(Note also in this time frame, about 20 Nov., that Sandia and EG&G submitted
-r-v___.-.-J,,.,.+.-J,,~

rather detailed estimates of support in the way of costs and equipment for a

Christmas Island type series.

.



A 20 IJovember 1961 message
from Foster to Betts replies to a request on

~“ ~

18 November from Betts which is documented in File Notes A. Foster states

that the Live rmore atmospheric testing program which is being proposed containg

three basic objectives: Normalization of de sign calculations; extension of
by

engineering physics to reduce warhead vulnerability; and experiments on

then goes into the specific
tests intended

advanced designs. The message

w ii-ineach of these three categories and the predicted resdts and need for

information.

,{ 7’
.

Test bulletin #6 on~O Nov_~rnber-,from Carothcrs names Gilbert as deputy test ~

AFdirector for Pacific Operations and Jack Shearer as responsible for the diagnostics

and experiments for these events.

4!
Here is a O Nov letter from Gen.

A....”... . . ___
l[cCorkleo;’AFSWC to Systems Corctmand

Headquarters in response to a Systems Command request for the AFSWC concept of

an air support group to provide Air Force support for resuming atmospheric nuclear

testing. The three documents transmitted are: “Organization for a permanent
JF

capability to support nuclear tests, 18 NOV. 1961, ” NO. SWOP-1-211_6; “AFSWC

Equipment and Personnel Augmentation Requirements, 18 Nov. 1961,” No. SWOP-1-2117;

“AFSWC Technical Manpower Requirements for Resumed Nuclear Testing, 17 Nov. 1961,”

NO. SWOP-I-2114. The documents and planning is based on;:the3 Nov. directives from

the Dept. of Defense which note the establishment of a JTF-8 and testing to begin

in about 4 months. Thus, the Air Force support will be in the form of a Task Group

as part of the JTF–8. In addressing how to establish the appropriate air task group,

some history of the Air Force support of testing is given and the Task Group 7.4

and its evolution and status during non-testing periods is noted. It is stated,

“To give continuity to preparation for and execution of recurring tests, the 4950th

test group (nuclear) was formed in the fall of 1956.” During the Hardtack operational

.



phase, the group headquarters with their subordinate units were comprised of 9.!36

personnel, whereas Task Croup 7.4 totaled a peak strength of 2,262 persons at the

E1’G. “After the fall of 1958 and continuing through the moratorium, the 4950th

Test Group

on 16 Aug.

into their

(nuclear) was reduced in strength and capability until finally discontinued

1961.” Since testin& has begun at the NTS in Sept., AFWSC l}asreached

resources and provided a small air support group at Nevada which has

been satisfactory for the minimal requirements tllcrcto date. AFSL’Cproposes as

a first step for Air Force support testing, ~he establishment of a “Nuclear Test

T’F
Mission Element” within

civilian for a total of

AFSWC which would contain 11 officers, 8 airmen, and 1

20. The next step to follow immediately. would be to augment

this element with an Air Force support group at the NTS which is shown to have a

total of 22 people. It is further stated that “with some augmentation this mission

element could assume contr-olof a force such as contemplated for Blue Straw, and

conduct the operation.

air task group under a

shown at a level of 65

With some greater augmentation, it could become a provisional

Joint Task Force.” The Blue Straw support task group is

personnel, ‘and an air task group as part of a Joint Task

Force on an established air base is shown as requiring about 85 personnel. An

air task group to support JTF-8 which would not be located on an established Air

Force Base would require a much greater number of personnel to provide the base

support functions.

The second attached study outlines the requirements for an additional B-52

drop aircraft over the the two that were being prepared for Ever Ready, additional

aircraft for support of the NTS requirements, and personnel to support these aircraft

as well as the tvo C-130 aircraft to be used for diagnostics, all to be supported

by Kirtland Air Force Base.

.



The third attachment details the support required from AFSWC as far a technical. ‘

workload. AFSWC finds itself technically responsible for a major portion of the

Air Force nuclear effects programs, developments to Air ‘orce systems ‘aving

relation to nuclear developments and tests and effects, and technically responsible

for supporting the various weapons effects and developmental tests.

In order to provide for these support requirements, AFSWC feels they need an

augmentation of 64 personnel in their research, development, and test directorates.

Here is a thick document entitled, “Operations Plan for Blue

and it is undated and I believe never actually publisllwlalthough

the time frame of late Oct. It shows the

supported by an Air Task Group under Gen.

concept of an air drop

McCorkle and goes into

StrawJfrom Al~SWC

it was written in

operation being

all the details TF

of communications, personnel and administration, logistics support, nuclear safety,

etc.

A 20 NOV. message from Bradbury to F3ettsdiscusses the LASL proposals for
.

devices and types of tests to be included in the above ground test series and
/ZZ

the justification for each one. After going into some detail in the devices to

be used in the airdrop program, Bradbury stresses rather strongly 2 high altitude

experiments that he feels the AEC should fight hard for. One of these is an

experiment to determine the feasibility of testing in space and he says, “we

believe the country to have been badly mistaken in its belief as to efficacy

underground testing and that the national policy which followed this opinion

might have been quite different had the actual facts been known two year ago.

of

We believe that we should find out by actual experti.entwhat really can be done

in space testing before we get trapped into one or another belief regarding it.

Specifically, we recommend one shot to be conducted at an altitude as high as can



conveniently be reached between about 400 and

the

the

125

the

AEc

sensible atmosphere.t’ Secondly, Bradbury

actual effects of the XW-50X1Y2 utilizing

1000 kilometers and well out of

recommends an experiment to study

that device at an altitude-of /!!?
~#-A-

to 150 kilometers and making certain detailed output measurements. He notes

DOD proposals for testing in that regime and emphasizes that we must get the

purposes fulfilled as well as the DOD purposes even if it means additional

tests. Bradbury finally notes that LASL makes no recommendation for tests in a

category entitled “Physics Experiments to Determine Future Course of Action,”

which apparently is a Livermore category. He feels it is more important at this

time to determine the actual performance of the untested portion of the

stockpile, particularly the designs which have evolved during the moratorium,

Ne states, “With unlimited atmospheric testing, our test proposals would certainly

consider the lonC range ”significanceof physics experiments upon weapons design.

Under the present rules, however, of a two to three month test period, we believe

&

that the country’s”interest are best served by confirmatory, immediately

applicableY exploratory experiments. To prepare for meaningful experiments that

will push the state of the art to extremes is,
in our opiniong essentially

impossible to do in three months.”

,.



On 20 November, AFSWC sent a message to AFSC with info to all people with

interest in the air sampling program and sampler aircraft capabilities.

Since it, inciudes numerous pertinent details from this time I wili quote it

in its entirety: “This message outlines proposals for overseas atmospheric

nuciear testing in the spring 1962 time period, and stated requirement to Cu
.,

be able +0 provide ~,sampling of two shots per day on two successive
L~cP , <.

days. Representatives of the LASL met with ECS/00, AFSWC on i6 November

to discuss capability to support this requirement. It was agreed that in order

to prevent cross-contamination of sampies and to preclude unacceptable

radiation exposure to air crews and maintenance personnei, aircraft must not

be reused within 72 hours to ailow for decay of short half-size fission

products and for physicai decontamination of the aircraft_. Therefore, six

aircraft per shot, for a total of 24 aircraft wit{ be required. This pre-

supposes a iOO% incommission rate. ;
h~t~ll

Because of expected yieids, h-ig of

&ti;~hf-
burst, and +@trt of cloud in the most likely shot site, the fleet shouid

consist of i4 B57B type samplers and 10 B57D type aircraft. In event this

s4d L,L{
number of B57B aircraft are not available, the total number sbu.ld.-be kept

at 24 by increasing the number of B57D type samplers. AEC is proceeding to

procure sampiing tanks to equip a Pacific test sampling f!eet of this size,

resulting in an expenditure of approximately $500,000. Request you take

action through Air Force channels -to augment- the B57B/O sampier aircraft

capability, including modifications,

AGE in time to make gcod an overseas

crew training and overseas movement,

air crews, maintenance personnel, and

ready date of I March 1962. To insure

the increased sampling capability should

be ready no iater than 15 January 62. In formal discussions with the i2-il

Test Squadron indicates that they have a total of i9 B57B type aircraft and

3 serviceable B57.D aircraft on hand. Six to eight of the B57B types are

committed to crew cut operations. This couid require I to 3 additional B57B

and 7 1357D. In case of resumption of testing by other nations, additional

sampiers would be required if those detonations were to be monitored.”



On.20 Novembe~ in response to a request- from AFSWC, Al Graves sent a letter

to Mr. Hertford with info for ALO and AFSWC on sampler aircraft. He stated

that both Livermore and LASL had looked at the requirements and agreed that

c~
six operational 857 aircraft including a control~r are required per shot.

With the assumptions that provision should be made for sampling two shots on

each of the two successive days and that i-he possibility exists that operations

requiring such samplings may be conducted simultaneously a+ two geographically

distinct locations, the understanding is that all of this is equivalent to a

request for 24 aircraft, of which 10 have the high altitude capability of

i-he E357Ds. LASL is procuring sufficient wing tanks to equip 24 aircraft plus

one set of spares. Also on 20 November, Ba tzel of Livermore makes the

Livermore sampling requirements known

al I shots proposed by Livermore at a

Hawaiian open sea operation. The gas

as a requirement for B57 aircraft on

3 November meeting and on the projected

sampling equipment should include

“squeegee” compressors (not engine compressors) on al I aircraft and LRL–

designed isokinetic flow wing probes used in Hardtack I on Bs Cs and Es.

Ds should have fuselage probes.

Meeting #1802, <l Noyember 1.96-1:
JG

Itwas discussed that the pipe fittersand the operating engineers had ha

the former group had established a strike

unions have refused tO CrOSs” Luedecke

a disagreement at the NTS and

picket line which certain other

noted that as a result of this strike, the weapons test program
will be

seriously effected and the Rover Project w1ll be clclaycd
on a day per day

basis as long as the strike goes on.

.



{

Here, fozwarded to the Commissioners and LueLecke

the preliminary draft summary of the 16-17 November 61

and Betts on~l November 61 is

considerations of the Bethe ~ _

L~
panel. I will just quote the most interesting statements in this summary which

addressed tke accomplishments od the Russians in their series froa 1 September to

date. “There were a numbemf proof tests and a much larger number of development

tests.

All of the developments tests showed a highly

sophisticated nuclear weapons technology. In some instances the weapons appeared

to be of a design to which there is no counterpart in the United States q~erience.

In weight classes down to 1000 lbs. the yield-to-ratio obtained equals the best

that the U.S. can do on the basis of designs projected from the 1958 HARDTACK

series. . . . .

. . . ln s~~tlai-.’.., we find that the Soviet testx series incdudes

various impressive devices.

This information on

future Soviet tests would be of the greatest value.” Amorlg

sovend by the summary are the progress made in

the specific aress
~f

where substantial

development has taken place. Also, a couple of the devices cannot be interpreted

on the basis of’known U.S. weapons technology.

“Since the device was fired at 12,000

feet elevation, it must have been rather sturdy and in a fairly advanced stage of

engineering} although not necessarily a weaponized version.”

There are severel iterations of the Bethe panel’s study of the Russian tests

through December 61 which generally concluded tery little different fnm the

November meeting, but leaned toward a weight m2kxixkJ::’z%of twenty-five to thirty

thousand pounds for the highest yield tested.



Here in the general orders files is the first general order published

by JTF-8 on 21 Nov. 61 in which Gen. Starbird assumes command at the
~ —- TF

direction of theJCS on 2 Nov. 1961. The effective date of the assumption

of command is 21 Nov. 61. Later orders show that Admiral E!ustinassumed

Command as Deputy Commander for the Navy on 30 Nov. and General Samuel assumed

Command as Deputy Commander for the Air Force on 29 Nov.

.

21 November - ~1 USSR notifies US and UK that it agrees
*

to resumption of Geneva negotiations, 28 ~
Ncvcxlbcr. R

ATWX from AFSWC to PACAF on 21 November shows that consideration

was being made for the Pacific operation to use Gen. Lyman Field in I-3ilo

8Z
in lieu of Barbers Point as a staging base for the sampler aircraft. The

consideration was due to the distance from Barbers Point to the proposed drop

area versus Hito to the proposed area and AFSWC needed further information

on Lyman to consider it.

A ~2 Noveyjer T\’!Xfrom Betts to Hertford states the following concerning
the Christmas Island trip: “Arrangements for inspection tour of Christmas
Island facilities expected to be completed very soon. AEC designees are
Bill Ogle, LASL, and Pat Ryan, H 6 N. Understand Ogle will represent both 4
AEC and DoD.”

21 Novefiber USSR notifies U.S. and UK that it agrees to resumption

of Geneva negotiations, 28 lfove~ber.

Z?_No@. 61, J-n Report: The post shot drilling operation for radchem samples

from the Shrew event was completed on 17 Nov. Details of what was found and the
&2v

process in examining and analizing the samples is

preliminary value of the radchem yield for Shrew “

‘w [
contained herein. A very

lrlt
s given with $efltb~ reservations.



A 21 November letter from the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense Johnson
to~ Seaborg presents the DoD proposal for the first atmospheric test
operations to be conducted beginning in about filarch and lasting’for about

3 months. Johnson notes that these tests were included in the list submitted
to the President on October 9th and their preparation was approved on October
llth. Further he notes that the test list submitted previously would require
about two years to do and therefore the tests listed in this letter are those
that it is felt could be done within the smaller window with the others being
delayed to a follow-on series. The tests include(one)a 1 to 2 kiloton land (
surface or near surface test in Kevada to address the HIP effects. (Two)
a 10 kileton subsurface asroc test probably in the Atlantic ocean@jAt least
one and not more than two of the folloi~ing: (a) a 2 megaton detonation at

4

approximately feet to investigate vulnerability of RV’S and blackout
effects en radio and radar. (b) a one-quarter megaton detonation at about

feet to determine ICBN RV vulnerability and other effects. (c) a
two megaton detonation at 1.3 million feet altitude to look at effects on
communications and radars. (d) a full-scale 1CB!4 vulnerability test to
verify the data from the above tests, to investigate kill mechanisms and RV
vulnerability and to proof test the ABM capability against an ICBhl. (4) the
Polaris and Atlas tests earlier proposed are still considered to be desirable.
As to the decision on an overseas. site Johnson states the following:
“In view of the present position of the British Governinent with the respect
to the use of Christmas Island, in the interests of getting on with the
operations I recommend that we plan on the time scale that \ieare working on
to conduct all operations out of Johnston Island and over the open sea.
In the meantime,’
of obtaining the

Here is a memo fxum

to Sandia on 21 November

let us continue to explore with the British the possibility
use of Christmas Island.”

Chuck Gilbert to Cnmthers on 22 November_&cover&~ his visit

and discussions with Sandia personnel on tinehigh altitude )=

kg
events that were possible and the ways in which Livezmore might support these tests.

The following shots were listed as pxqmsed by tinefollow%q ~encies: Air Force- a

25 kilometer and a 1000 kilometer event; DOD-a SO I;iLoineter,Us HLometerj and 400

kflometer event (the three FZ3HB(ML events); and LASL-a 150 or 1000 kilometer event.

ltx was stated that LASL desires to do one space shot in order to prepare itself for

outer space test- and no elaboration of the Air Force shots is Given. He discusses

SandiaXs plans forprocur~~ and installing launchers at Johnston~ Island (four),

Midway (six], Palmyra (six), and Kauai (twelve). ~~e preltiin~y feel~~s are tinat

Livenuore would went to s~port the two highest events kith the launch of six rockets

for each event, two fmn Johnstone and four fmm Kauai. Alsoz Gilbert states that

Sandia proposes the Thor ‘ioosterwith a l~f~? II nose cone.



Note that in this folder (DON3X1C GE31EN=F~E) ore mm randa from E. 30’flieof

Livennore reportti every so often
frum 1961 thro~h after DOISiiiJICin 62 on the

prelimin~ plans and progress to date in the Livem= optical die&_jnosticmeasurements.

Here is a classified notetiook +which hes his handlmitm - d centzins hard-written notes

on each of the events di~nos ed ‘Dy~ivelTIOre systems wth extenslve
detail~ of the

results. The notebook is #Z17~ (L) in case I wish
to refer to tlnisin the future.

22 Nov. 61, J-8 Report: Under the title of Weapons, the results of Mink
— .— ______

the preparation for Fisher are detailed.
.EG&G has provided a schemtic for a

universal zero rack which is being

be held with EG&G before any final

6d’

studied and discussed. Further discussion

and

proposed

will

decisions are made to change the present design.

a 22 Nov. memo

Defense, which

for the Chairman of the JCS from Gilpatric, Deputy

3-Frefers to the high altitude tests and states “preliminary

objectives . . . indicates that a preparation lead

Here is

Secretary of

examination of the detailed

time of 12 to 18 months will be required if a r,eaningful 3 event high altitude

effects program is to be achieved. However, on the basis of a 4 to 5 month lead

time, it may be possible to adequately prepare to execute at least 1, but no more

than 2, high altitude effects tests with a fair assurance of w.canlngfulresults.”

He requests then that the three events be examined

of preparing for 1 or 2 but no more with due regard

with respect to the feasibility

for “the immediate need for

nuclear effect information required for more

analysis.” The balance of the investigation

lead time basis with taking place so that the DOD will be ready

should such tests be

such planning

authorized in

complete ICBM/AICE&lsystem vulnerable

m

can be treated on a 12 to 18 month

the future.



A 24 November TWX from Systems Command Headquarters to the Air Force

Chief of Staff notes that current information and guidance requires a minimum
.

of 24 sampler aircraft to support atmospheric testing and requests that B“ 4

MATS be provided the aircraft, personnel, and equipment for this capability.

A 24 November TWX from Systems Command to Headquarters TAC notes
—m—”---”—

8

.-
4

that the two ASD C-130 aircraft have been returned to TAC. As for the ‘two

‘ C-130B aircraft on loan to AFSWC, their programs have been changed and a firm

date of return is not available.

24 November -$ ~“ General Assembly (XVI) adopts resolution
~sponsored by 14 African ~tins asl&ing‘N

“consider and respect Africa as
w

.
members to
a denuclearized zone.” Vote: S5 Yes, None

No, 44 Abstaining. (For full text of rc.mlution md -
record of Iutc see Appendix “G”.)

General Assembly (XVI) resolution
declares that use of nuclear Weapons “is.

. contr”aryto the spirit, letter and alms
of the United Nations and , as such, is a
direct violation of the United Nations
Charter.” Vote: 55 yes, 20 ~~o,26 ‘bStaining”

On 24 November Gen. Betts sent a memorandum cover letter with 3 attachments
to ~h=m~=eaborg in preparation for the meeting of the Seabo~g committee
which summarized DNA’s position on the atmospheric test series proposals.
The cover letter addresses the 3 general categories of tests the first of
which is verification of designs and a fe~iwords on the LASL and LRL proposals
are made. The second category is that of effects tests and the overlap bct~ieen
the AEC interests and the DoD interests in particular the two very high altitude
recommendations of the DoD are noted. The third category of proposals is
called advanced concepts and a good deal of detail of the LASL and LRL
proposals is noted in the cover letter. The three attachments are the
letter from Johnson of DoD which I just discussed above and second a DMA
study entitled “Discussion of Proposed Atmospheric TestProgram” which is a 4
lengthy look at both the LASL and LRL proposed tests in exhaustive detail
as to the device and the justification as well as some comments by DNA on
the overall need for atmospheric testing and the third enclosure entitled
“Proposed Atmospheric Tests” which is an abbreviated listing of those
tests selected by D}IAas those most desirable for a test series, containing

LASL shots and LRL shots and including 2 high altitude tests.



.

AFSWC History Office

A 24 November
w

message from AFSWC to Systems Command Headquarters

notes that the AEC Laboratories have requested that the two C-130’S stay at

Kirtland for continued improvement and testing of the installedinstrumentation.

Further, “to date, AFSWC has flown two test flightswhich were successful

only in that many of the flaws in the system Were found. AFSWC is at this time

planning a full scale exercise off the West Coast involving all the aircraft in the

test already described in the Open Sea

proposed that it is neither feasible nor

Blue Straw operations plan. : AFSWC

timely to return the two C -13013’s now

at Kirtland to TAC. AFSWC further proposed that these two C-130B aircraft

be transferred to AFSC and to AFSWC to be employed as airborn diagnostic

laboratories in support of the AEC. “

24 Nov. 61, J-16 Report: Personnel in this who have been involved in so.ne___ _-..—

lccal area work, report that work is now being postponed in this area temporarily

due to their being assigned to set up an airborne EM recording station. R. klakefield,

Benton, Tatro, and Black are involved in test activities at Kirtland as follows:
l!!!?

Equipment has been installed in a USAF C-130 aircraft for airborne measurement of

the EM sicjnal generated by nuclear weapons. The set up consists

of antenna, cathode follower, six Oscilloscope, and associated equipment. The

station was set up on an accelerated basis with equipment that was available at

the time, and will undoubtedly be modified and additional equipment be added before

actual usc, if time permits. The equipment is, however, very near a state of

readiness at the present time. “



A 24 November TWX from Mr. Fowler of Sand ia to Betts addresses The Ur~iA

questions (from Col. Banks to R.W. Henderson) on the possibility of combining

the”AEC and DOD high altitude tests. Based on Sandia participation in the et
AFSWC proposals for various high altitude possibilities and also including

informal discussions with field command DASA, Sandia is convinced that for

the 400 kilometer shot the AEC and DOD objectives can be combined in one

test of the standard warhekd They thus recommend

action be taken to establish joint sponsorship of the shot. Both DASA and

AFSWC have proposed a 115 kilometer shot, however, they show it as a 2

megatone and 1.4 megatone test respectively. The AEC thought in this area

is for a t65 kt shot at about 125 to i50 kilometers. Whether the AEC shot

can be used to achieve the DOD purposes is not clear whereas the AEC shot is

lower than 115 kilometers to produce the desired blackout effects, the

neutron assymetry measurements can be made but the prove-in of AEC diagnostic

measurements would be

required to determine

kilometer and the 125

,
seriously compromised. Thus, further discussion is

whether there is some possibility of combining 115

kilometer to 150 kilometer shot proposals.

A25 Novcrn~r TWX from Headquarters SACto the Chief of Staff,Air.Force

detailsSAC’s thinking at thistime as to specificallywhat they wodd like ~z

for their command to get out of nuclear testing. In priority order the general

areas are listedas follows:1. Nuclear Weapons Development Testing;

2. Weapons Effects Testing; 3. Operational Proof Testing. As for the latter

category SAC lists seven possible systems test in the desired order as follows:

Atlas System; Bomber Device; Livermore Device with the Minuteman System;

Atlas/Titan Weapon System; LASL Device withthe Minuteman System;

another bomb device; Titan II Weapon System. In summary SAC feels thatif

US testingwere extremely restricted, development testing of the 56 and

effectstestingas presented herein are considered essential to SAC.



Here in the JTF-7 files, is a whole cardboard box full of bound final

!/ reports of various early Thor missions in the time frame 1960 and 1961. Here

is a TWX dated, I believe, 27 Nov. 61 from Douglas Aircraft Co.
(M. W. Hunter)

—-——

to Major Kenneth R. Chapman of SWRJ in AFSNC at Kirtland. et
The TWX contains ‘

the results of about two dozen Thor shots, all but one of which were listed

as successes by Douglas and probably is.part of the documentation having . .“.
: ...

to do with the consideration of a high altitude booster go”ingon at this time.

[

A 27 November TWX from Betts to Hertford, Bradbury, and Schwar+z addresses

the possibility of doing the Vela Hotel program during weapons testing at

100 to 10~OO~ki lometers. It is noted that the DOD has selected the final Cti

-stage vehicle contractor and will shortly release funds to implement the

program. Bel_ts requests that the labs review their programs and capabilities

and advise him concerning their ability to implement the AEC portion, -

of the Vela Hotel program. Further, because

of the past relations with ARPA, efforts should be made to accommodate ARPA’s

requirements and meet their schedules and Betts asks that this TWX be

answered by ALOO.

27 Nov. 61, J_12 Report.: Nendall Biggers reports. under the heading of-F ....--’”--—---
tE?St planning, on possible measurements of an XM-50 test. He says “The problem

of neutron flux and spectrum measurements on the XW-50 has been studied from the
By

standpoint of what type of shot NMQU1 would be best suited for such experiments.

It is our recommendation that a surfact shot, either land or water, would be better

than one in, or above, the atmosphere.”



,
/i A 27 Novemb er TWX from Betts to Hertford of ALO discusses the final arrangements

for the Christmas Island Tour which will include Ogle and Ryan. In addition
to the dates of the tour which is to take place beginning about S December,
the need for strict security is emphasized and a story for local consumption
fiat Christmas Island and only then if necessary is “the purpose of the A

party on Christmas is connection with survey work for possible use of the
island in extension of satellite tracking facilities.”

Note should be made here of the 3 November letter from a Mr. James Carr,
the Acting Secretary of the Interior, to Chairman Seaborg which expresses

deep concern over the possibility of use of the trust territory i.e.
Eniwetok and Bikini for the testing of atomic devices. It’s a strong letter

which lists some reasons briefly and states a strong recommendation from
the Department of the Interior that they reco~end against any further testing
in the trust territory.

27 Nov. 61, J-7 Report: In this section on weapons testing, under the groups
~ ===—=

accomplishments in the area of support hardware for underground testing is listed by

hole number the status for various pieces of hardware being completed by J-7.
By

For instance,
.

underground support stands, equipment racks, and outside canisters

are completed for a number of holes.

27 Nov. 61, J-6 Report: The following progress is reported at the NTS;——

Hole U-3 ah was completed. ,
,

U-3 akwas completed with 29 in. diameter to a depth of 1199 ft. I
I

U-3 ai complete to 1168 ft. with 36 in. diameter.
f?y.

U-3 ad complete to 201 ft. with 36 in. diameter.

U-3 am abandoned at 550 ft. due to inability to straighten the hole. Problems

are being encountered with a new attempt at this hole about 350 ft. to the ~iest.

U-3 aj drilled to 120 ft., then abandoned because of coax and casing prableins.

Numerous other shot holes and exploratory holes and instrumentation holes at

various stages of completion in Area 3.

Other J-6 activities included the following. The 100-ton crane and the new

Hi-Vat machine were both received and put in use. other support of te~ting

activities at the NTS is detailed. J-6 representatives attended a meeting on

Christmas Tree as well as a meeting at H & N in Los Angeles on “Blue Straw.”

At the latter meeting determination was made of reasonable budget figures for an

overseas operation as presently being considered by Livermore and LASL. }Jiththe

benefit of not knowing where the series would be, the following rouqh fiqures were



‘,

“

-q5-

established; H & N construction and support - $26,000,000; Sartdia - $17,000,000;

EG&G - $14,500,000; for a total of $57,500,000 estimated. “Of this sum, half is

t~%ommitted by 1 Mar. 62 for an operation beginning on that date. Johnston,

Midway, Hilo (?) and

construction efforts

ship for LASL is now

Christmas Islands were all considered to represent major

and several weather islands were included. Cost of a Liberty

entered barge cost are.” As for local activity and

participation of J-6, this has been reduced to almost nothing.
I

28 Nov. 61, J-10 Report: Here is an extensive sununary of J-1o participation 1

in two Vela Sierra projects: As for projects Southern Light, “The all sky
I

fluorescence detection system continued operation through Nov. 15 and roll UP of

equipment has been completed.

A small signal was reported on 25 Oct. under daylight conditions. This
!

I!
signal was of the minimum detectable amplitude. It could either originate from a I

low yield event at a distance of at least 105 kilometers or from a shot of unknown
t

yield at an altitude below the horizon of the Southern Light installation.”
i
$

As for Project Northern Hope, “The objective of this project was A. to obtain

Y-;m:“~ information from possible Soviet shots exploded at high altitudes above

Nova Zemlya by optical means and B. to detect high altitude shots with collimated

photo-electric equipment capable of recording X-ray or gamma ray excited upper air

fluorescence. Bhangmeters and high frequency EN detectors were also operated part

of the time.

The adventure was initiated and the station put into operation on very short

notice. It was on the air Sept. 21 through NOV. 6.

As for the optical system, no optical signals have been recorded and there is

no other evidence of the occurrence of Russian explosions within the detection

capability of this part of the system. The Bhangmeter part of the systcm has



recorded nothing since all shots have taken place in

has no capability. As for the EM monitoring system,

daylight when the system

it recorded many false,

radar-triggered alarms; one strong signal was recorded which correlated with a

Russian test. The two projects were part of Vela Sierra,

Here is aa28 Nov. ~transmittal’letter from the Air

is at this time with JTF-8 on the subject of Air Force

Staff to Gen. Samuel who

support of nuclear testing.

The letter transmits a number of documents that were prepared at the Air’Staff ~
~i

level to detail and direct the Air Force Operation Ever Ready and are being

transmitted at the request of Col. Wignall.

28‘“vember-.4/ Geneva Conference on the Discontinuance
of Nuclear l!eaponsTests resume. USSR pro-

poses test ban without international control; f~~

US calls plan “completely ... unsatisfactory
and unacceptable.”

On 28 November 61, Curtis LeMay, Chief of Staff of the Air l?orce sent a letter .

to Conrad Longmire and others which expresses his concern over the implications of
/n

the recent Soviet nuclear tests and states that he is appointing a committee to &u

evaluate from a technical standpoint the military implicatio~” of these Russian tests.

The membership of the Committee is to be: William Balker;Lt. General Doolittle(retired);

John Foster; Trevor Gardner; David Griggs; Conrad Longmire; Simon %mo; Theodore Taylor;

and John Wheeler. Also appointed is the Air Force Chief Sc;entist and six Air Force

Generals. General.N.F. Twining is to chair the committee and it will become known as

the Twining Committee. The analysis of the Russian &ests by tineIletlnepem.elwill be

provided to the Group as a basis for the study of ~~~sr.~..““tag implications and the

Gmmp’s study is requested to be in Le14ay’shands not later than 5 January 62. After

discussing the study with General LeMay on the first of.Dece!!’oerj Twining hed the

committee meet in mid-December with hopes of preparing the draft of the final by

17 December and one of the subjects on the .s+gendaw= to discuss in detail what the

proposed U.S. atmospheric series will provide m far aS needed infoma~ion md what

specifically will be left out.



4/
A 28 Nov. memo

—

/(}t
to Seaborg to Betts notes

the results of an NTS planning board

, “in response

meeting which are that Nugget would be increasea

to the desire that the present underground testing program

be more vigorously per-

sued,” as directed to the planning board by Betts.
Attached to the new proposed

.

test list is a proposed letter to the President
for the increased authorization.

—.
.

Here is a letter I don’t think I have seen elsewhere from Goeckermann to

Ogle on 29 Nov. 61. In light of recent conversations, Livermore has prepared
Pe

—

a list of items that they wish Ogle to gather
information on during his upcoming

trip to Christmas. The numerous detailed questions are included under the

headings: topographic features, hydrological features, existing structures and

facilities, engineering details, support capabilities,
weather data, industrial

and radiological safety, administrative features, signal and communication cable

and facilities,

adaptability of

device handling and assembly and transportation (etc.), and

site to our proposed layout.

f)Herefs an interesting letterfrom Luedecke to Hollafield, Chairman of the JCA ‘

on29No$/
which begins by pointing out that the Antler test “resulted in loss

~
of entry into the U12 E tunnel complex because of the contamination and spread of

debris through the side drift and main tunnel. ...
Following the Antler

shot a program was comenced to decontaminate and rehabilitate the U12E tunnel com-

plex so as to attempt to salvage

strutted. ... U12E tunnel

about 1800 feet from the portal.

4 shot locations which had been previously con-

rehabilitation has been accomplished to a point

At this point, the tunnel is plugged by a mass

of debri from the side drift where the Antler device was placed.
It has been

determined that rather than attempt to remove the debri plug, it should be by

passed and work is proceeding.
Until we are able

will not know wheter the remaining shots sites of

. . . in addition to the difficult situation in

plex, we have a troublesome problem with regard

to complete the by pass we

the U12e tunnel can be used.

regard to the U12e tunnel com-

tO trifi,lrn +- . . -



U12e tunnel complex. (I believe that should read U12b) ‘Lnls prODL&[l ?lLUbe dLLeL

the Chena event and was complicatedby the tritium residue remaining from tb.~Evans

event of Hardtack II.” “The combination of the external radiation whole body ex-

posures in the U12e tunnel and the additional internal exposure in the U12b tunnel

has resulted in 108 miners and supporting personnel receiving, as of Nov. 24, 1961,

a combined whole body exposure in excess of 3 REM in 0 one quarter and of these,

38 in excess of 5 REM in one year. No individual was exposed to more than 8.045 REM.

. . . Because of our inability to continue full–scale tunnel operations within the

established normal peace time radiation critiera, the U12b and U12e tunnel operations

were curtailed on Nov. 27, 1961. Underground workers who were approaching3 REM per

quarter were removed from the tunnels, as well as any individuals who may have

received a dosage of more than three REM per quarter.”

‘ A 29 Nov.e@er letter was sent by Dr.
_—..—

Seaborg as Chairman of the WC Committee
on Atmospheric Testing Policy to the President and the contents of this letter
are extremely important, of course, so I will have a copy of this made for our
use after getting permission since it is Secret RD. The letter begins by
noting that a careful study has been made of all of the nuclear test shots
proposed by the weapens labs and the DoD for inclusion in the possible shot
window which may be authorized for a 3-month period beginning in the spring H
of *62 and it is noted that the proposals were reviewed in light of the
continuing objectives of our nuclear weapons program, our position relative
to the USSR and our current state of readiness as adversely affected by the
test moratorium. It states that “some 49 possible test shots were reviewed,
of which a minimum of are recomiiendedfor inclusion in the early program.”
The letter notes the 3 general categories of testing which are in order of
discussion. One, effects of nuclear weapons on such things as hardened
missile bases, missiles in flight, radar and communication, and on Naval
vessels and their equipment. It is stated also “the area of greatest interest
lies in effects at very high altitudes as they apply to AICBN defenses and
to the kill capability of our own AICEM warheads. A series of S such tests

has been projected, varying in yields from a few hundred kilotons to about
1-1/2 megatons, and in altitudes from 20 kilometers to above 400 kilometer.
However, practical considerations with respect to development of instrumentation
techniques and related preparations make it unrealistic to plan for more than
two of these shots in the short time available. Category two is that of advanced
concepts for improving weapon effectiveness and decreasing warhead vulner-
ability, and these cover a wide range of possible design changes, etc. The
third category noted includes tests that combine both developmental and
weapons verification objectives. As to the designs that might be,testeclunder
this category the letter states “it is important that these designs we subject
to experimental verification not nnly to give confidence as to the effectiveness
of devices stockpiled as weapons but also, importantly to enable the labora-
tories to use the information so obtained as a basis for more advanced steps
into new weapons technology: In addition to addressing the general categories
and justification for the different types of tests which are desired for

.



atmospheric conduct, the letter gives some specific justifications for the
need for atmospheric testing including the problems inherent in solely under-
ground testing, the great advances and the large data base that the Russians
are b:~ildingup in their accelerated atmospheric program, and specific
military areas which can best be addressed only by atmospheric testing and
are so very important to the nation’s military defense strategy. In addition
to noting the engineering problems with doing testing underground and the
slowness with which such testing goes a strong point is made about the
relative capability for diagnostic instrumentationwith underground versus A
atmospheric testing. Further the question of an overseas test site is
addressed and Eniwetok with its political difficulties versus the use of
Christmas Island with the as yet uncertain availability are noted and it is
stated that tests could be done by air drops probably staged from Hawaii
with limited instrumentation on some small island such as Johnston which
is at present being pursued but which is not as desirable as having a large
island test base. Further it is stated that a special requirement exists
in connection with the rocket lifted test shot for which Johnston Island
is the most logical launch point because of the available facilities. He
further addresses the question of outer space testing and states that because
of the projected cost of an initial 100 million dollars over a two-year
period to develop such a capability that such a capability is not being
considered for the planned program. In the area of fallout and political

implications of nuclear yield it is stated that a total yield of approximately
21 megaton of which about 8 megaton would be fission yield is projected for
the planned series of events as compared to the approximately 120 megatens

of yield already totaled during the recent Soviet tests. Part of the summary

of the cover letter reads as follows: “In addition to provisions for flexibility,

current planning should provide for preparation for a second test series, about
a year later, looking to more dramatic advances than are possible in an early
time frame. In fact, it is essential to plan for a second series in order to

accomplish the very important effects tests that could not be included in the
early time scale. In looking at what test devices can be made available in
the April to July period, it is apparent that wc are suffering to some extent

from the three-year test moratorium. During that period while the United

States was negotiating in good faith, the bulk of our nuclear weapon design

effort was oriented towards devices that could be stockpiled with adequate
assurance without tests. Thus, the climate was not conducive to held, new
concepts requiring experimental checks. The possibility of being able to .
test seemed very remote. In contrast, the available evidence indicates
from the very outset of the moratorium, the Soviets have anticipated atmos- 7
pheric testing and have oriented their efforts toward significant advances “
requiring such te5ting. In summary, it.is clear that a rate of progress
adequate to maintain our relative military posture can be attained only through
resort to atmospheric testing; indeed, much vital information on effects and
many possible technical advances, \ioUld not be realized at all through under-
ground tests alone.:’ The letter also contains 4 lengthy enclosures”~,rhich
detail the types of tests by category, the t)-pesof devices with details
on the diagnostics and type of device, the amount of yield as well as listing
for the President the numbers and types Of tests of each of the nuclear
powers since the beginning of nuclear testing.



----- ~----- ... ---- _ ~-y-u . ..&Abd ~u. uJ. u~,,”a L*La .L” L .,, (., “aJ,L”u> ~YkJ~~ u-
atm~spheric test~ as LRL sees it. They address then by categories of 10:
yield shots being less than 50 kiloton, high yield shots greater than SO
kiloton, open sea testing and use of aircraft for the atmospheric program
diagnostics.

A 30 November memo from the General }lanager’s office, to Gen. Detts is a——.-
reminder that Senator Jackson of the JCAE has requested the AEC be ready
when Congree~reconvenes in January to present to them the alternative test

programs based on the circumstances as they may exist then.

A TWX dated 30 NovembeF from }lr.Schwartz of Sandia to DNA notes the change——-—. —
in the title of the outer space program from the Oats program which stood
for out of the atmosphere testing and was misconstrued by some to mean that
there h’ouldbe no effects on or in the atmosphere to the new title Wirts
which stands for weapon intermediate range testing system.

41
Here is a 29 November message from Baciglupi of Livermore to Reeves which

.—.—..-

??!
states “ReentryintotheE tunnel complex indicates that the U12E01 and U12E04

cannotbe used for the Cimarron and Brazes events in the near future. In order

to maintain the Nuget schedule it willbe necessary to develop new emplacement

locations for these events. ” He sets out the requests for approval of construction

of new stations in Area 9.

Correspondence at the end of November indicates that the final draft of the

Chr;stmas Tree Report is in review by the concerned people.

A3&-~vernber 1961 letter from Jerry Johnsonto Edward
Teller at Llvermore

-—

comments on a request from Teller as to the most important
National Defense

needs that only above ground testing could satisfy. Johnston lists three general

areas: effects, where it is “absolutely essential to get some quantitative
Lx

measurements on extent and duration of radar blackout effects at altitudes

The second area,
appropriate to acquisition and discr~.mination radar systems. ”

of equal priority, is effects and vulnerability measurements made at high altitude

on missiles and warheads. The third area addresses gathering quantitative data

on the pos sible vulne rabilities of our hardened missile sites to electromagnetic

effects.
.

.



The DOD feels a minimum of

surface in the spring of 1962;

six tests are needed as follows: 1-2KT on the

2-1/4 megaton detonations at 20 kilometers and

60 kilometers, one in 1962 and one in 1963; 1-2 megatons at 110 and 400

kilometers (400 kilometers in 1962 and 110 kilometers in 1963); and a fully

instrumented ABM test in 1963. Thus, to do all these tests properly, would

require two operations: one in the spring of 1962 and one in 1963.

Event, addresses the developmental objectives for devices which arc felt to be

most important by the DOD. First of all, is to increase the yield

for low weight warheads. As fhr aircraft-carried

the aim seems to be more to clean up the devices than to increase

to weight ratio. For large niissile warheads, the goal is maximum

to weight figures

bombs, .:

the yield

yield

consistent with payload capability (like 10 megatons), “In low yield systems

characteristic of tactical weapons, it is difficult to make an argument for

atmospheric testing because it can all be done underground. “ As for the

duration of the series, the DOD doesn’t believe it is wise at this time to limit

the operation to less than 3 months in length.

a
@

Here is a 30 I?ov.message from Batzel and Goeckerman to Betts on the details ~
- .—...4.

of LRL involvement in possible atmospheric and high altitude testing as seen at this

time. They note the diagnostics and techniques for mak\ing the measurements for

both low yield and high yield shots as well as the incorporation of instrumentation

in an open sea concept using ships and aircraft. As for the C-130 aircraft, they

note that recent dry runs at White Sands have convinced them that several improvements

need to be made, including X-unit signal telemetry, shock mounting to decrease

vibration problems, etc. They also mention the proposed methods of diagnosing

space shots, including diagnostic packages blown on probes fired from Kauai and

Johnston Island.
,



Note that through this time period (the end of Nov.
61), Bill Ogle is still AQ

attending such meetings as the WWG at LASL and is apparently still heavily involved

in the NTS testing activities

.
and the scheduling of the various shots to obtain the

best results there. I say this because, in the minutes, he gives that status

reports, problems, proposals, etc. for NTS test~ng.
.

llReport of the hdana”ger~ AEC/NVOO, Operation Dominic,” December 1964 “
Report #IWO-8 byNVO0.

This Confidential Document should be obtained for our files.

in particular, chronological details of the atmospheric tests

development following the resumption of testing in September

It contains

capability

1961.

$?!5

In particular, some of the cited discussions and letters are not covered

elsewhere and, I would like to note here, a meeting held at Albuquerque

on 30 November 1961 called for the purpose of ,outling a proposed operation

in the Pacific. The meeting was conducted by Ogle and attendedby

representatives of LASL, LRL, Sandia, EG&G and H&N. organization of

a Task Force was in progress at the time with General Starbircl as

Commander, Ogle as Scientific Deputy, and Colonel Ted Parsons as

Operations Officer. Q~oting from the iWJOO Summ arY f!It was anticipated

that each. of the scientific groups wo~c; act as a Task Unit but there ~vould

be no over-all scientific organization at the Task Group level. Support

services, including construction, engineering, operations and management

were to be handled by lMr. Reeves.
.

[f
I

The Program outliried at the meeting was to consist o? : A. Four High-Altitude

shots frnni JI, probabl~ using the Thor Missile as a vehicle. 13. Eight

Air Drops and one, or possibly t~.vo,ground based or ship based shots for
L~>SLo Co Eight to ten Air Drops, two balloon shots and one barge or

ground shot for LRL. . .

‘~Dr. Ogle expressed the opinion that , with the exception of the High Altitude

Events, plans should be based on using both Christmas Island , or some

other land area, and an open sea ship based operation.

“Diagnostic requirements

consisting of three ships

CVE.

II
Discussion also

Mid\vay, Kauai,

included

for an open sea operation were summarized as

similar to the Curtis, the Albemarle, and a

support requirements at Johnston Island, Maui,

and French Frigate Shoals. “



Another meeting convened at ALO with representatives of ALO, JTF-8,

LRL, EG&G and Fielcl Command, DASA discussed an alternate plan
for overseas operations in the event Christmas Island would not be available

within tile next few months. From the NVOO Sumlmary “Plans were based
upon executing a program in the open sea in parallel Ivit.h Christmas Island

activities or exclusive of its use, at least in the first series (1962).
-..

F/”-Jl~The following plan and general “requirements were developed: Organization, ~

prcposed shot program, ship and other sea requirements, trailer loading ~

of. ships, land use for high altitude shots.

1!
EI&N was then assigned the tasks of preparation of designs for the

modification of shot and diagnostic vessels, studies and IIesigns for

land based Alpha stations, and study of methods for anchoring or

stabilizing barges in. deep water. “ . .

. .
This relates to the open sea ship requirement.

. .

The evolu~tion Gf the JI Thor Missile 17acilities is documented by

chronological items such as a meeting at Vandenberg with Douglas

representatives on 30 November 1961 and an on-site visit to Johnston

Island on 12-14 December looking into the locatiuns and construction

of the launch pad and support buildings, etc.
. .

Note that in Chapter 7, ent;.tied‘!Significant Events” there is some
discussion of the Thor Launch Pad decotitamimtion as follows: “l?ollowing

the destruction of Blue Gill Prime missile on 25 July, on Iaunch empk=ement

#1 at 31, rehabilitation plans for the launch pad and as sociated
facilitieswere initiated,with clean-up work starting 29 July. The launch

pad was completely rehabilitated and ready for user occupancy 8 August.

Foster, in a 30 November TWX, repl ies to Betts request for p lanni ng on the

reactivity experimentation type act iv iti es of Livermore. As for the 4{0

area a+ NTS, Foster says that there has now been a series of experiments to

predict device alpha’s whiie giving essentially zero yield. They feel

. &9’ that continui ng the program wi i I provide essential design information

Cti
some of which could not be obtained in any other way and that it would

be particularly useful in connection with the ful l-scale device testing

now under way at the NTS. Livermore proposes a yield I imit of 20 tons

on the experiments which would not have to be included as any part of a

r

test series. As for the areas i n wh ich they wou id I ike to continue testing,

these are:

.



1.

2.

3.

Plutonium optics experiments,

Gannet experiments, where there is the possibility of yields up to one

ton but which can be carried out more efficiently in area 410 then in

the other areas.

Reactivity experiments.

. .

Foster anticipates that the 410A enclosed firing facil

become operational during the first half of calendar year ~62 and

ity wi

‘i” begin‘2%!Lic
area; the on

tlere’s a letter

experiments in the sphere rather than in tl.

I

thenL vermore

e underground

experiments in the sphere seems to be 150 tbs.

dated 30 Nov+ from Ogle to Col. Thomas L. Mann of Cf’$A-

Annex, U.S. Army element; Mann apparently is acting as Chief of Staff for the

Task Force from the way this is written. Ogle presents here an outline of

requirements and arrangements as they now appear to him as Scientific Deputy

based on a meeting at ALOO on this particular day. He asks Mann to pass on

these details to ~he Naval and Air Deputies as appropriate members of his

s+aff. First of all named as the Unit Commanders of the Joint Task Units for

the AEC are: Goeckerman (UCRL), Hoerlin (LASL), and Schuster (Sandia). EG&G

will not appear as a Task Unit but will come under the operational control

of Reeves’ support task group. The units have been told to submit their

operational p!ans and requirements to Task Force J-3 (Ted Parsons). All
Cb

other requirements such as communications and construction will be submitted

to the support task group (Sam Howell). The overseas series is detailed and

broken out into three categories: airdrops; several diagnostic shots for which

airdrops are not desirable; and high altitude shots which will be covered in

more detail by Don Schuster. Of the first group the air drop, 15 or 20 of the

25 shots now proposed are to be air drops and one site is sufficient with

equ[pment and diagnostic gear which will be req~red to be packaged in trailers

or vans which then may be used on either ships on Christmas island or Jo,hnston

Island. Until Christmas is approved, Ogle states that we must be prepared to

use the ocean and thus, a first requirement is for instrumentation ships.

A small carrier and two sea-plane-tenders such as the Curtis are suggested and

the loading of these ships would be as detailed herein (the Curtis, the CVE,

and the Curtis prime are listed here with various trailers

capabilities, to be put on board). If Christmas Island is

. .

and measurement

obtained then the



trailers would be put on land in three positions and the diagnostics ships

could be turned back in; if Johnston Island were to be used, one or possibly

two of the ships could be released. In the event open sea testing is done all

ships would be req~red and since they must be loaded on the West Coast, Ogle

suggests that the latest date the ships should be available is I February on

the West Coast. Furthermore, as backup, the presently instrumented C130’S

and the instrumentation on the drop plane will also be used. Considering the

accuracy.and reliab

of the several poss

Sea-poor.

The several diagnos-

Iity, the technical personnel rate the comparative desirabil

blit-ies as: Christmas-very good; Johnston:moderate; and Open

ics shots for which air drops are not desirable are as

follows for the reasons no+ed:

1. .“ -not 1. safe - alpha required. If Christmas is available this

could be done on a balloon with. alpha measurements; without Christmas, a shot

ship,is required.

2. -approximate

airdrop.

3. Gun-this requres

y I Megaton-this experimental device is much to arge to

telemetry and PINEX such that ah airdrop is not feasible

and a shot ship is required.

4. An LRL vulnerability shot which requires separate balloon sites for

vulnerability experiments.

c, The LASL a cuetron spectrum as a function of angle measurement is

desi red which would benefit

and EM effects could be stud

then the data obtained would

6. Spare shot ships are req[

ty

from placement on land so that spectrum, vulnerability,

ed. If an island cannot be obtained for this shot,

be compromised and a shot s!lip would be ~eeded.

ested so that if there is trouble with some of the

above shots or if others become desirable, perhaps two or three spare ships

wouid be available.

To-address such questions as how to implace diagnostics gear on Liberty Ships or

whether there are smaller vessels which are seaworthy but could be used for

either shot ships or for diagnostic ships, Ogle requests that the Navy Task

Group get together
.

immediately with H&N to determine how the aims can be

accompl ished. It is noted that since some of the construction may be very

time consuming, a ship or more may have to be in the shipyard as early as

I January and thus planning in a coordinated fashion must be done immediately.

In discussing the question of preparing for high altitude testing and noting

that Don Schuster will provide details on this later, several points are noted.

Two ships are noted as possibly being required as intermediate positions for

launching instrumentation rockets and they would have to be more stable than the

smal Ier ships discussed, perhaps destroyers. Ogle does not suggest obtaining



these ships now but merely to thinking of this. A requirement for at least

three instrumented aircraft for observations of the high altitude shots is foreseen.

Ogle feels that two planes would bp close in,with instruments looking almost

vertically whereas one would observe the cloud rise from several hundred miles

away. Furthermore”, KC1351S would be ideal, but”~he C130’S might do: and, for

some purposes even C!54’S. He expects that DSA will put in a requirement for Cu

a plane or two at the conjugate point.

The overall special instrument carrier requirements are as follows:

NAVAL

a. Three diagnostics ships
Iufe

b. Shot ships perhaps for hedgehog, -1-, gun, and XW-50YZ: plus perhaps

three spares-.

c. Targets-with radar reflectors on barges for drop plane to sight on; also

an LSD or two for placement may be needed.

d. instrumentation Rocket ships- possibly two.

AIR

a. Drop Planes

b. B-57 Samplers

c. C130fs as presently instrumented will serve

(these are not configured to satisfy high a

as backup for al airdrops

titude shot requ rements)

d. Instrumentation Aircraft (C3) for high altitude shots

OTHER

a. US Shot island-Jarvis perhaps

b. Long Disi-ante Time Signal (for Mid~’ay, Kuahi, etc)

c. Permission to use Midway,” Barking Sands, etc,for Aaunching of instrumentation

rocket.

A copy of this particular

and in our files.

A 30 November TWXfrom
●

.

letter would certainly be useful to have declassified

AFSIVC notes that a practice airarraymission I

I

was flown out of Kirtland on 15-16 Nlovember and that a similar over water
BE

mission using actual drop formation aircraft is required. The B52 will

operate out of Kirtland with C-130P B57, and C54 aircraft operating outof

.



McClellan. Furthermore, an RC-121D aircraft from McClellan is required

a5 the control aircraft. “ The target area would be about 2 hours west of

Sacramento based on plannil~g to be done the week of

suggested date of 14 December for the air cxercisc.

4 Dcccmbcr with a

In late Nov. ,flASA was providing the ATSD (AE) with background information

on Teak, Orange, Argus, Yucca, and Wahoo, apparently to aid in evaluating what

new information on high altitude, underwater, etc. effects is needed as compared _

to what was gathered from these tests in the past. As for the Wahoo test, the
G

proposed Asroc test, which was to performed in Nov. on the quick response time

scale is discussed as to what new measurements can be made on the more extended

time scale with 4 to 6 months to prepare.

Note that these files indicate that the DASA panels and divisions which

address various weapons effects, such as ionization, transient radiation, blast

and

and

not

shock, etc. are addressing these areas in various symposia and meetings

J~communicationswith other DOD and outside agencies through 1961s but 1 do -.

see any evidence of an all out preparation to address these tests when

possible any more than I have in the previous years in the moratorium. That is

the planning for such tests as Willow and Jericho have gone on and these meetings

have been necessary to address the latest calculations etc. and the same seems

to be true in

more in terms

and scenarios

1961. Perhaps there is a little more activity this year but it is

of discussion than any active pursuing of preparing experiments

to address the data needed.
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“Preliminary’Plan for Operation Ffshbok*l’ , Nov 1961” from Air Force

Special Weapon Center, Iloc. # SWC-TR-61-96” c

a
From the abstzact to the reportf ’’Operation Fishbowl is/proposed series

of high altitude nuclear effects tests to be performed’ during 1 Mar 62
to 1 June 62. Consideration has been given to burst altitudes of z5, 50,
115, 400 and 1000 kilometers. It is concluded that the three intermediate
altitude shots have higher priority. It is concl~ded that one and possibly
two of these intewsdiate experiv.entscan be accomplished i.nshe present
time schedule. Ii the maximum tine allo~’ablefor the test series were
extended tu-oweeks, the third might also be done. The Thor launched from
Johnston Island is suitable as a warhead carrier. Burst phenomenology
has been exan~ned aad the pri~ary e:.qerimer.talobjective determined. These
objectives can be satisfied in the execucion of the proposed plan.”
Note that the date of publication of this report is Xov 19,1961.

Reference is made to a previous report[61-95)which planned for executing
the series beginning in July 1962. Th;re i; so~e indication that a very
brief test period is expected since they speak of a compressed tir,escale
and the curtaikent of some cf the experiments and. only planning for a
March through June 62 test psziod. it is stzted that the prizary object-
ive of the overall series is to obtain data regarc!ing the interference
t~ radar ar.d CO~i!s;-scecspr?c!uceciby z high 21titx?e nuclear burst. Fur-

ther the present phzse is iztendzti to ccver 2 range of burst ccndicions
where specific applications are optiz-.ized. shot altit,~des are listed in

priority order with the fifty kiloxeter afid four hundred kiloc.eter s’not
L -!--.2*-.1’ .-,..
~t;-i~?’~ ~~AUAALj L, LI.C 115 ‘kiiUr&Ler S;LOC “having priori~y ii ana c.ne ocher
two shots ,having priority III.

It states that because of the shcrt tine available for development) the
Thor vehicle is recommended as a warhead carrier with essentially no

vehicle notifications.

The plans for specific experimer.tal shots include by nar,e in o=der:
Bluegill, Kingfish and Starfish. Considerations of nuclear szfety, eyeburn
and operational suitability dictate- selection of J. 1..A;.the most prom.isir.g
operational bass ior all tests of Operation Fishbowl. Other operational
possibilities considered included Enexitok, Kwajalein, Christmas Island and
the possible use of Atlas fired from Vzndexbcrg AF3. The s?eci.ticsof
altitudes and yieids of these vzrious S}1OESand even c~,enicluaamesfor them
follow very closely vhat actcally tock plzce even though this planning docu-
ment cane out in xov of 1961 and the series didnlt take place until July 62
and following. Another SZCCSO% discusses poss?ble warheads to be used.

There ‘l””a number of interesting points made in the section entitled
“Vdlicle Selcction”f 13ccatisecif the short tine.~,cale of the operation,
while a large number of boos~crs are availzble’~ it-r~ufficient performance.
only a few of these systsms would no: require cxtensi~..eengir.eering for

/

satisfying all ~<artieadfiz and positionin~ requirements. it’s noted ti)at
Sandia has previously acconglished dcta<led stcdy of certain devices in the
Thor re-entry vehicle. And it is stated that “since these warheads fit the
yield requirements tllcywere logical choices for consideration and the Thor
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then becane a “first choice for the operation.” It notes that if there

is a longer time scale for the series, several other desirable features

can probably be incorporated in the warhead carrier such as self-propelled
pods and rockets mounted on the carrier to improve positioning accuracy

of the scientific experiments. “The decision v..asmade to attempt to

satisfy the experimental objectives with vehicles av~ilable “on the shelf;’

and to avoid any vehicle notifications which would lead to AEC requirements
for proof test to sztisfy reliability and safety criteria. The vehicles

selected meet these objectives. In addition to the warhead tielivery
capability it was felt necessary to provide ~dditional czpacity for secon@-
ary pay loads. All of the large boosters considered: Thor, Redstone and

e~Polaris, have ~ cess capability in the lower altitude. If external ejection
of secondary payloads could be accon?lished the notifications to a paylozd
carrier section would be held to a minimum. The Thor has this external
capability while the Polaris does not without extensive engineering. At
low altitudes the Thor is not fully utilized. The consideration of a single
system providing operational expediency overcane the objection of wasting
vehicle performance. Thor trajectories were exceptionally adzptable to

the warhead positioning considerations.” Note that the Air Force looked
at the Blue Scout first stase with ar,lkro-jet senior engine, the Ttic~and
in somewhat less detail the Redstone end the Polaris. The ~lue Scout would
have required additional siages for anything .ebove50 kilometers a~tiada,pt-
ing to the proposed varhzad and possible externzl pods would require .dclltion-
al development. The Redstone it is noted, doesn’t have the altitude capa-
bility above 400 kilometers and extensive mGaification would have to be
accomplished on the wzrhead fusing systen. The ?oiaris while it can aeet
all the altitude requfrenents will not accegt essily all of the war.heacis
and has no provisio~for a.ztachingexternal instrumentation pzck.ages.
Even in this report~ the operational flexibility cf the Polaris is noted as
being+$xtrenely desirable feature. AS for the Thor, it is stated “The
Thor booster is available from. current inverLtories, can acccnplish ali
altitude requirements, requires only minor nocii:icationfor adaptation
to the proposed warheads, znd has an established high aegree of reliabil-

ity ● Twenty-three out of twenty-five Thor space boosters launched since

4 Ott 1,60 have been successful.
4

The over-all space b@oster success is
55* ‘z launches. The Thor also has provisions for installation of exter-

nal ejectable scientific instrumentation packages.” The engine cut off

capability of the Thor and the separability of the booster from the vicinity

of the warhead is noted as an advantage.

As for aerospace ground equipment (AGE) it is noted that
Thor have similar, require~ents as well as similar launc~.
The Polaris is designed for tube-type launch which vould

the Redstone and
pad requirerencs.
require entirely

different operation~l plaming and presumably the l!avy vould nake the

Observation lslzcd available if the Polaris were selected. Elue Sccut

facilities and AGE are far lesser requirer.ents than those of the other three

vehicles. Further, it is noted “Although it may be so~.cw-natcheaper to

use Blue Scout vehicles from a cost standpoint it is more desirable to uti-

lize a more expensive vehicle which gives greater assurance of successful

mission accomplishment.” In the summary of Vehtcle Selection it states

“The experimental objectives of this proposal can be met through utilization

,
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of a basic Thor configuration to serve as both the warhead carrier and
instrumentation carrier. Additional instrumentation having less stringent
placement requirer.entswould be positioned by sounding rockets. It is
proposed to use the basic Thorconfigurati-on with mtnor modifications

to the operational re-entry vehicle as a means of a accomplishing Operation
Fishbowl. Attached to the exterior of the vehicle, at the base, would be
three ejectable scientific instrumentation pods. “

Over-all funding for the three shot program is estimated to be around
$40 milliori, $15 million of which would be warhead carriers, $12 million
of which would be for small ro”cketsand payloads acd the rest between ~
tracking and position stations,communications, data analysis, travel, etc.
These costs are exclusive of JTF-8 costs. Lead time is estimated to be

five months under the most accelerated high priority conditions and one
year under nornal conditions. “Limiting items ap~ear to be payload desi~c
and fabrication, procurement and installation of ground electronic equip-
ment, Thor ground support equipment installations, and the training of
sufficient launch crews to satisfy the small vehicle progra~.”

Later sections discuss the Thor in sone detail.including carrier costs for
four Thors and associated equipnent, details of various options fcr the
kelemetry znd trackifigsystec-.s,r,uclezrs~fety considerations for the
launches in Fishbowl, a listing and description of various experinefics
to be fielded s~uchas Fireball, Ebckout, G~~a Scanner, and ph~.sical

chemistry, chronologies of the three specific pla~ned high altitude
launches listing the v=ricus soundin~ rockets as ~’ellas the Thor,the ord~r
4m .,,k;rh +kay t.--~v7J b? ~-..,hn~n~ A-A :~~ ::ZZ ~: -.h~~~ :>.~y ..a,,t2 .mo 1 -..-..$’.-.:--- ., ------ ---- ------ ---------- -- . .. . . ...--.. ..- --- -- -----------
relative to one another ar,d the finai section on small vehicles which ir.-

cludes the Nike Cajun and the Shot Put, a NASA small rocket.


